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Improve attractiveness of various regions and 
work on solving local problems

—Could you tell us about the current situation con-
cerning NTT WEST Group?

Since 2018, Japan has suffered many natural disas-
ters, such as typhoons and landslides, and both NTT 
EAST and NTT WEST have been busy responding to 
them. I’d like to express my gratitude for the efforts 
of all those who worked hard on these responses. 
Although expenses for responding to disasters for 
NTT WEST are increasing, we made an operating 
profit of 118.3 billion yen for fiscal year 2018 (ended 
March 31, 2019), which is beyond our target thanks 
to the efforts of employees. Unfortunately, operating 
revenues declined by 31.7 billion yen compared to 
the last fiscal year. NTT WEST celebrated its 20th 
anniversary in 2019; however, its revenues have con-

tinued to decline since its inception. To shift this 
decrease to an increase, a medium-term management 
plan was set up in the fall of 2018 to achieve operat-
ing revenues of 1.5 trillion yen and an operating 
profit margin of 10% by 2025. 

A major issue concerning increasing revenues is 
how to increase revenues in growth fields such as 
corporate business operations. Supporting this effort 
is our connection with local customers—which we 
have cultivated over many years. We are taking up the 
challenge of creating new services and business mod-
els on the basis of two phrases, “community-focused 
approach” and “ICT (information and communica-
tion technology) solutions.” 

NTT WEST covers 30 prefectures and 12 govern-
ment-designated cities, which form an economic 
zone divided into six blocks. We are in a challenging 
environment in which we compete with companies, 
including electric power corporations, in each block. 

Get to the Heart of the Matter 
without Being Distracted by 
Superficial Events—Creating New 
Value with the NTT WEST Spirit

View from the Top

Ichiro Uehara
Senior Executive Vice President, NTT WEST

Overview
Information and communication technology related to data utilization, 

such as Internet of Things, big data, and artificial intelligence, is key to 
Japan’s sustainable development. With regard to contributing to the local 
economy, solving regional problems, and improving the attractiveness of 
the region, how is the knowledge of NTT WEST—which has a wide variety 
of markets—used? We asked Ichiro Uehara, senior executive vice president, 
NTT WEST, about the company’s innovative initiatives and prospects in 
various locations in western Japan.
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To respond to such competitive environments, we 
have branch managers in those 30 prefectures who 
shrewdly confront issues in their areas while working 
on regional revitalization initiatives that match the 
characteristics of each region. As a first attempt to 
boost this kind of initiative, our Regional Revitaliza-
tion Promotion Meeting was held in September to 
bring these 30 branch managers together and discuss 
the regional revitalization plans and ideas that they 
were considering. In addition to discussions on com-
mon issues such as the use of tourism resources and 
population decline, the managers actively exchanged 
opinions and raised interesting ideas, such as using 
drones for home delivery, promoting e-sports, and 
implementing digital transformation in agriculture 
and forestry. 

Some of these initiatives have already begun. For 
example, in the Kyoto area, NTT WEST has begun 
providing a cloud service platform called Regional 
Revitalization Cloud to Ryukoku University. Using 
this platform, we are working together with the uni-
versity to resolve issues such as operational reform 
and improvement of student services. In the 
Kumamoto area, we are participating in the 
Kumamoto Urban Strategy Meeting and Working 
Group on Regional Revitalization to reconstruct 
urban areas after the 2016 Kumamoto earthquakes 
and pursue urban design for 2050. We are working to 
solve social problems by promoting tourism, revital-
izing local communities, and reforming work culture, 
through the use of ICT. I’d like to continue working 
closely with customers to solve social problems by 
leveraging our strengths, namely, “community-
focused approach” and “ICT solutions.”

What’s more, our customers’ problems are diversi-
fying, and an increasing number of problems cannot 
be solved by ICT solutions alone. We are therefore 
also focusing on providing solutions as a combination 
of ICT solutions and business process outsourcing 
(BPO) services. For example, our group company 
NTT Marketing Act has long focused on the contact-
center business. As well as simply undertaking tele-
phone-operator work of customers, it provides a 
combination of services that collect voices of custom-
ers (VOC) through the work of telephone operators 
and executes VOC analysis using artificial intelli-
gence (AI) technology. This analysis gives our cus-
tomers feedback on knowledge necessary for devel-
oping products and improving management. By 
combining ICT solutions and AI technology with 
BPO services in this manner and providing them as 
total value, we hope to devise solutions for more fun-

damental problems concerning regions and custom-
ers. 

—Expectations for ICT seem to be on the rise as 
major sports events continue to be held in Japan into 
2020. What has NTT WEST prepared for such events?

International customers have many opportunities to 
visit western Japan for sporting events. Accordingly, 
in addition to creating a basic environment in which 
information is provided to them (through signage and 
other means) at locations they may visit, we are help-
ing them with their sightseeing plans. For example, 
we are promoting initiatives that take advantage of 
the characteristics of each region. Such initiatives 
include providing information about night spots in 
Osaka and multi-language sightseeing tours in Kyoto 
and Nara. In the future, international events, such as 
Expo 2025 Osaka, Kansai, and integrated resorts will 
be attracted to western Japan. With this trend in mind, 
I feel that the expectations of customers in local gov-
ernments and the business community regarding the 
NTT Group are growing. As in the case of a 5G (fifth-
generation mobile communication) pre-commercial 
service offered last fall, I’d like to take up the chal-
lenge of conducting field trials of new technologies 
and services, such as NTT’s Innovative Optical and 
Wireless Network (IOWN), using such international 
events as test fields. There are limits to how we alone 
can solve problems; accordingly, it is important to 
collaborate with various partners in creating and pro-
viding new business models by combining our 
respective strengths. 
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Our mission is to pursue communication  
and reality

—What is important concerning your efforts to meet 
the expectations of customers?

I value the six action guidelines, collectively called 
NTT WEST Spirit, set forth in the corporate philoso-
phy of NTT WEST Group. These guidelines are “Our 
attitude is customer first”; “The starting point is self-
reliance of the individual”; “That which is usable is 
wisdom”; “The driving force is communication”; 
“Growth means innovation every day”; and “To aim 
for is to be professional.” Of those guidelines, I espe-
cially value “The starting point is self-reliance of the 
individual” and “The driving force is communica-
tion.” 

NTT WEST was established as a result of the reor-
ganization of NTT in 1999; however, it has been in 
the red since its establishment, and getting into the 
black has been a major challenge. To work hard in 
such an environment and build up a track record, 
employees are encouraged to communicate with each 
other on the basis of an attitude of having a solid 
“individuality” but move in the same direction. The 
phrases “The starting point is self-reliance of the 
individual” and “The driving force is communica-
tion” express our desire to do so. I think these two 

phrases are also very important from the viewpoint of 
meeting our customers’ expectations. There are many 
opportunities to interact with customers, and such 
opportunities enable the learning of common prac-
tices and cultures outside our company, allowing me 
to increase my awareness. However, it is not just one-
sided; from our side, we can provide customers with 
useful and interesting information. In this manner, 
our relationship will continue to flourish by deepen-
ing our mutual communication, and I think this rela-
tionship will become the seed of new business. I 
believe that to build good relationships with custom-
ers and meet their expectations in this manner, we 
must embody and implement the corporate philoso-
phy expressed in the NTT WEST Spirit; specifically, 
“The starting point is self-reliance of the individual” 
and “The driving force is communication.”

—You are taking initiative to practice the NTT WEST 
Spirit.

Japan in recent years has experienced several natu-
ral disasters, and what is being laid out in the NTT 
WEST Spirit is being exercised in response to such 
disasters as well as in response to customers. 

The first major disaster I experienced in my profes-
sional life was the Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake 
in 1995. I was in Tokyo at that time, so I went to the 
region immediately after the earthquake as a member 
of a team tasked with creating a recovery plan. When 
thinking about how to restore information and com-
munications in a city where buildings were heavily 
damaged or destroyed, the disaster message board 
service was born from the idea that if telephones are 
disconnected, then the communication messages 
should be stored. After several years, I was dispatched 
to the NTT EAST earthquake response headquarters 
as a liaison officer during the Great East Japan 
Earthquake in March 2011. Unlike the experience of 
the Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake, the lessons 
learned from this more recent disaster—in which 
everything had been destroyed by a tsunami—were 
the need to review base-station placement and cable 
routes as well as implement waterproofing measures. 
Furthermore, after the Great Hanshin-Awaji 
Earthquake, one countermeasure was restoring tele-
phone connections; however, after the Great East 
Japan Earthquake, our service expanded to support-
ing restoration of Wi-Fi connections as well as tele-
phone lines. As I am in charge of the Kyushu area, I 
experienced the Kumamoto earthquakes in 2016; 
however, at that time, cables that we thought would 
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be okay because they were buried underground were 
severed by the earthquakes. Over 20 years have 
passed since the Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake, 
and even though services and technologies are pro-
gressing, we cannot help but feel helpless in the face 
of nature. For such disaster countermeasures, teams 
with clear divisions of roles are formed under the 
head of the disaster countermeasures headquarters. In 
addition to sharing overall information, communica-
tion between each team is also important. At the same 
time, in some situations, each restoration site is in a 
race against time; therefore, frontline judgments and 
communication with others are crucial. I think that 
through these experiences, we have cultivated actions 
based on “The starting point is self-reliance of the 
individual” and “The driving force is communica-
tion.” 

Our aim is to make customers think they can do 
something new with NTT by their side

—Would you like to say a word to your engineers and 
researchers? And would you tell us what is required 
of them.

While dealing with customers, we have many 
opportunities to think about what kind of services to 
offer and how to use ICT. Projects and services, such 
as regional revitalization and BPO, need to be cen-
tered around customers and local communities and 
provide services and products from a market perspec-
tive. I’d like our engineers and researchers to pursue 
research and development with the market in mind.

We are discovering and collecting market needs and 
working with customers to solve local problems. I 
want our engineers and researchers to shrewdly 
address these needs and become connoisseurs of 
technology while conducting their research and 
development. Then, we, the front office, will work 
closely with them to create services and products that 
resonate with the market. 

I think that the expectations society has of the NTT 
Group are large and diverse. I want to offer IOWN 
and technologies to create smart cities and make our 
customers feel “That’s as expected from NTT” and 
realize that “We can do something new with NTT by 
our side.” By collaborating with customers as busi-
ness partners, our potential will surely expand.

—What kind of efforts will NTT WEST promote in the 
future?

We are focusing on supporting digital transforma-
tion of our customers. There are two aspects to this. 
One is to assist in the analytics and utilization of 
digital data when creating business and services as 
customer business. Customers do not necessarily 
have human resources well versed in technology for 
promoting digital data utilization. Even if they know 
the problem, they may not know how to solve it. In 
response to this situation, in August 2019, we estab-
lished a co-creation lab called “LINKSPARK” for 
coordinating our customers’ businesses using digital 
data and providing an environment necessary for 
experimentally verifying ICT solutions. In that envi-
ronment, we provide hardware, datacenters, cloud 
services, and other assets for investigating new busi-
nesses, and full-time data scientists and AI consul-
tants support data analytics based on design thinking. 
We are already working with customers in the reloca-
tion industry on a wide range of themes, such as 
standardizing moving and relocation service plans 
and promoting skill transfer, and with disaster-insur-
ance customers on using AI to forecast call-center 
staffing/scheduling during disasters. With the intent 
of constantly increasing customer value, we will con-
tinue to expand and promote such endeavors. 

The other focus is to help advance digitization of 
business processes used in customer businesses. Last 
August, we released a service that visualizes work 
process using AI. Installing dedicated software on 
customer’s personal computers (PCs) enables AI to 
automatically collect and analyze PC logs, visualize 
customer’s work, and provide reports that can be used 
for continually improving the running of companies 
and supporting risk management. For example, as a 
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result of analyzing reports, if it is determined that 
certain customer work is taking a lot of time due to 
repetition, introducing robotic process automation, 
such as WinActor, can greatly improve the efficiency 
of that work. Moreover, if it is determined that a lot of 
tasks involve printouts, it is possible to recommend a 
service called AI-OCR (optical character recogni-
tion) that reads handwritten slips and converts them 
into electronic data. In this manner, I’d like to support 
our customers’ businesses by proposing and consult-
ing on optimal digital transformations that are suit-
able to the business processes of our customers. 

Interviewee profile
 Career highlights
Ichiro Uehara joined NTT in 1988. He served 

as president and representative director of NTT 
Neomeit from 2013 to 2017. He has been the 
director of the Corporate Business Headquarters 
of NTT WEST and president and representative 
director of NTT Business Solutions since 2017 
and became senior executive vice president of 
NTT WEST in July 2019.
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We have obtained numerous results concerning 
the prevention of various cyberattacks

—Would you tell us about your current research?

The term “cyberattack” has been used frequently in 
various media outlets. The purpose of cyberattacks 
includes achieving self-display, making social and 
political claims, and carrying out intelligence activi-
ties. However, cyberattacks aimed at achieving eco-
nomic gains directly involve many general users, and 
attackers focused on this thinking about how to con-
duct attacks efficiently and earn profit proportionate 
with costs.

We are researching cybersecurity, which is diverse, 
to protect the safety and security of users from such 
cyberattacks. We are conducting research on the basis 
of the following four themes (Fig. 1): (i) analyzing 

the characteristics of cyberattacks, accumulating 
information (i.e., intelligence concerning counter-
measures against cyberattacks), and using that infor-
mation to prevent similar attacks that may occur in 
the future; (ii) investigating offensive security, that is, 
stopping potential attacks by discovering and 
addressing potential security and privacy threats to 
systems and services from the attacker’s perspective; 
(iii) investigating activities related to the ethics of 
research on cybersecurity to provide the results of 
advanced research to society at large in an appropri-
ate manner by applying, for example, experimental 
methods for detecting security and privacy threats 
and methods for disclosing discovered threats; and 
(iv) investigating usable security to design a system 
that can determine safer behavior based on the under-
standing of security and privacy awareness of users 
with regard to systems and services.

Creating Security Technology that 
Everyone Can Understand, Select, 
and Use Correctly

Front-line Researchers

Mitsuaki Akiyama
Senior Distinguished Researcher,  
NTT Secure Platform Laboratories

Overview
People and businesses are becoming more dependent on cyber-

space. Along with the benefits that come with such dependence, 
the risk of being exposed to threats is increasing; thus, a safe and 
secure information and communication technology environment 
is necessary. In 2018, Japan established a new strategy with the 
aim of building a cybersecurity ecosystem. We asked Mitsuaki 
Akiyama, a senior distinguished researcher at NTT Secure Plat-
form Laboratories, what kind of research and development is 
required to maintain the safety and security of cyberspace.

Keywords: cybersecurity, usable security, research ethics
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—Have you conducted specific evaluations and 
obtained results?

Around 2007, when I joined NTT, cyberattacks 
using malware-infected devices were rampant. Engi-
neers and researchers from various organizations 
gathered at ICT-ISAC (the Information and Commu-
nication Technology Information Sharing and Analy-
sis Center) Japan to discuss the sharing of informa-
tion and exchanging of ideas for countermeasures. In 
a demonstration experiment of cyberattack counter-
measures led by the Ministry of Internal Affairs and 
Communications, ICT-ISAC participated alongside 
major Japanese Internet service providers and secu-
rity vendors. The honeypots* we developed were used 
in that experiment, and the actual situation regarding 
large-scale malware infections and the effectiveness 
of measures for filtering malicious communications 
were verified. The results of the experiment helped 
push the publication of the guidelines for handling 
cyberattacks on telecommunications carriers and 
confidentiality of communications, which was jointly 
formulated by telecommunications-carrier-related 
associations such as the Telecommunications Carri-
ers Association. 

The ICT society continues to evolve and enrich 
people’s lives, and new software, hardware, and pro-
tocols continue to be developed daily to support this. 
However, there is a huge number of these supporting 
components, and their combinations are complicated; 
consequently, security defects caused by design mis-

takes and bugs can be mixed into systems and ser-
vices, and such problems are difficult to solve.

In such a situation, the attacking side has an over-
whelming advantage, and the best the defending side 
can do to solve these problems is to develop security 
patches. To change this situation, we are developing 
an offensive security approach to discover potential 
defects in systems and services from the attacker’s 
perspective and find potential defects ahead of attack-
ers so that we can take action before the defect is 
exploited. We have been working for several years to 
discover threats to security and privacy brought to us 
by various web services and have already discovered 
some serious threats that could affect many systems 
and services around the world. By notifying major 
social networking services that might be affected by 
threats before they are exploited and by implement-
ing countermeasures, we have protected hundreds of 
millions of users from security and privacy threats.

Addressing issues in new research areas while 
facing ethical challenges

—It sounds as if you have produced important results 
that are having a significant impact worldwide.

While research on cybersecurity may handle issues 
in new research areas, it also faces ethical issues that 

* Honeypot: A technology that invites cyberattacks and reveals the source of 
various attacks by operating a decoy that pretends to be a vulnerable sys-
tem or service.

Fig. 1.   Research targets on cybersecurity to protect safety and security of users.

ICT: information and communication technology

ICT systems/services/
networks

User

Attacker

Society

(1) Cyber threat intelligence

(2) Offensive
security

(3) Activities concerning ethical considerations 
during cybersecurity research

(4) Usable security

Interaction
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can have a direct impact on society. For example, 
research activities and results—concerning the 
acceptable range of network scanning to find vulner-
able devices in cyberspace, experiments with real 
systems to detect security flaws, and actions to be 
taken by the discoverer when a defect or vulnerability 
is found—have sometimes been miscommunicated to 
the general public. Consequently, many cases have 
been criticized by the public and have developed into 
legal battles; thus, impediments to advances in sci-
ence and technology due to researchers being dis-
couraged must be avoided. Therefore, researchers 
must consider how to be responsible rather than irre-
sponsibly conducting experiments and publishing 
attack methods and vulnerabilities.

In biomedical science, ethical issues concerning 
clinical research have been discussed and addressed 
for over half a century. An assessment of ethical risk 
concerning research has been conducted on the basis 
of the Nuremberg Code and the Belmont Report. The 
Menlo Report, which expanded the ethical principles 
of the Belmont Report in the context of ICT and secu-
rity research, was released in 2012. How to conduct 
daily research in accordance with these ethical prin-
ciples is now being discussed, particularly in the 
Western research community, and it is becoming 
common to ask authors to describe their research eth-
ics in papers presented at academic conferences. 
Despite these trends, few research organizations in 
Japan, which have accumulated sufficient knowledge 
of ICT and security research, have research-ethics 
review committees, and awareness of research ethics 
concerning cybersecurity has not become wide-
spread. 

—The topic of ethics is often being discussed in the 
field of biomedical sciences, but I didn’t know it is 
also being discussed in the field of cybersecurity. 
How will the ethics concerning research on cyberse-
curity that has just begun in Japan be promoted and 
disseminated?

To disseminate the innovative and competitive 
security technology coming from Japan, I believe that 
ethical considerations are essential to ensure that 
research results are accepted by society. Accordingly, 
since 2016, we have been promoting educational 
activities concerning ethical research processes in 
research on cybersecurity at various academic organi-
zations. Regarding research on the above-mentioned 
offensive security, we have been collaborating with 
stakeholders and other related parties to appropriately 

return research results to society. Such experiences 
are also disclosed to researchers through these activi-
ties as best practices (Fig. 2). 

At the Computer Security Symposium (CSS), a 
research ethics consultation service—consisting of 
experts in cybersecurity research and legal systems—
was set up to provide appropriate advice to research-
ers regarding their concerns about research ethics. A 
checklist summarizing common pitfalls learned from 
previous activities has been published, and research-
ers can use it to conduct self-assessments when they 
are conducting experiments or writing papers. I hope 
that these efforts will contribute to the creation of a 
research community for developing globally com-
petitive security technologies.

Collaboration enables us to address 
serious challenges

—You are not only obtaining research results but also 
expanding your activities on how researchers work. 
What will you do in the future?

From the viewpoint of research that will be useful 
to society, I am currently focusing on usable security. 
As ICT and associated social systems become more 
sophisticated, security decisions and actions that 
users must take are becoming more complex. 
Although everyone should be able to enjoy the bene-
fits of ICT equally, it is concerning that some users 
facing situations in which the required decisions and 
actions are complicated are unable to respond and 
will be left behind. For example, when a security alert 
is displayed on a user’s browser, it is becoming 
increasingly difficult for the user to properly deter-
mine what the risk is and how he/she should act. 
Furthermore, social-engineering attacks—which are 
effective by taking advantage of users’ cognitive vul-
nerabilities by prompting them to take erroneous 
actions through the displaying of fake warning 
screens—have also occurred. I believe that creating 
security technology that everyone can understand, 
select, and use correctly will make it possible to cre-
ate a true ICT society that is inclusive of a wide vari-
ety of people. Usable security is a major theme for 
making this belief a reality. By understanding a user’s 
usual recognition and behavior concerning security 
and privacy, thereby, quantifying security threats, we 
are aiming to (i) quantify the extent to which users are 
affected by security threats, prioritize those threats, 
and deal with the truly important threats, and (ii) 
design a system that can help users recognize and 
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decide safer behavior.
While we promote activities related to research eth-

ics, we will also tackle challenges in interdisciplinary 
fields with a team. In a sense, research ethics is an 
interdisciplinary field, but apart from that, cybersecu-
rity research is conducted to solve problems that 
comprehensively combine various basic technologies 
in computer science such as software engineering and 
networks. We are also addressing challenges that can-
not be addressed without incorporating a wide range 
of interdisciplinary technologies and knowledge, 
such as in social sciences, psychology, and human-
computer interaction. It is extremely difficult for one 
person to master all fields, so I want to solve serious 
problems that cannot be solved by one person by 
working as part of a team in cooperation with experts 
in each field.

—How did you become a researcher?

Inspired by the movie “The Net” about cybersecu-

rity, I wanted to be a scientist who was “cool” in the 
minds of kids, so I took the path of security research 
at university and graduate school. While I was a 
graduate student, I was able to study with the late 
Professor Suguru Yamaguchi, a distinguished securi-
ty researcher. I was greatly influenced by the attitude 
of Professor Yamaguchi concerning the relationship 
between technology and society and the spread of the 
benefits of safe and secure technology. Even now, as 
a researcher, I still have the same desire to change the 
world for the better. 

As a researcher, however, I want to discover some-
thing new and conduct research the result of which 
will have a lasting effect. Technological innovation is 
so fast nowadays that it is difficult to predict what will 
be possible 100 years from now; even so, I want to 
conduct research that will remain pertinent for the 
next 10 or 20 years. 

So what kind of research will remain? I think the 
answer is research that pursues the true nature of 
things. For example, concerning the relationship 

Fig. 2.    Activities concerning response to threats and countermeasure dissemination based on an ethical research process 
in cybersecurity research.

Provision of information to IPA and
JPCERT/CC and discussion

of responses

Evaluation and listing of services affected by threats

Notifying and cooperating with service providers affected
by threats regarding development of countermeasures

Completion of responses at major service vendors

Dissemination of information to society and calling attention to issues

IPA: Information-technology Promotion Agency, Japan
JPCERT/CC: Japan Computer Emergency Response Team Coordination Center
NTT-CERT: NTT Computer Security Incident Response and Readiness Coordination Team

Activities concerning

threat response

Activities for disseminating

countermeasures

Safety confirmation within NTT Group
Notifications through NTT-CERT
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between humans and computers, society should be 
human-centered and computers should exist for 
enriching human life. Therefore, I think that prob-
lems that arise between humans and computers will 
continue to exist. In terms of usable security, human 
cognition cannot keep up with the progress and com-
plexity of technology, and that situation creates gaps 
at which attacks are aimed. I think that the need for 
research that tackles such problems is universal.

What’s more, you can’t continue this kind of 
research unless you think it’s interesting. Research 
does not bear results immediately; it can only be done 
with persistence. However, discovering something 
during such trial-and-error research activities creates 
the exciting feeling that “I’m the only one who knows 
this now!”—and that feeling motivates us even more. 
When we discovered a threat that would greatly affect 
society through our research on offensive security, we 
notified the relevant person, who responded by rede-
signing the system in question. At that time, I realized 
that I could do some good.

Start with what you like! Confidence comes later 
with experience 

—Do you have any advice for researchers?

When I’m listening to students, I hear many of 
them are interested in research, but not many are con-
fident enough. Confidence comes later with experi-
ence, so if you have a theme that you want to explore, 
you should just start researching that theme. I think 
that the most important thing is to have the mindset 
that research is interesting and can be continued 
rather than having a particular talent for research. In 
my case, being told by my seniors that I was research-
ing something interesting was the first stage in build-
ing my confidence. The next stage was when my 
paper was accepted and acknowledged in the research 
community. From this, I created an effective cycle by 

which I could decide what research to try next. 
In the process of getting a paper accepted, you may 

have a tough time getting through peer review, but the 
feelings you have about that process change as you 
get older, and as you gain experience, you can often 
pass peer reviews by applying a little ingenuity to 
your writing. I think that these hardships and experi-
ences also build confidence.

The other point is that meeting and connecting with 
people is important. I think that I owe what I am now 
to good friends and teachers. Cybersecurity research 
has a wide range of research areas, and experts from 
various fields come together to solve problems. To 
take up this challenge, researchers in each field must 
be respected, and international conferences present 
good opportunities to meet outstanding researchers. 
That is why I am actively participating in them.

In particular, meeting my mentor—the late Profes-
sor Yamaguchi—had a significant impact on me. 
Although I’m now a researcher, I’m still often 
amazed by the paths and signposts he left behind. 
Even if I don’t reach his level, I hope to make similar 
paths for my subordinates to follow.

 Interviewee profile
Mitsuaki Akiyama

Senior Distinguished Researcher, Cyber 
Security Project ,  NTT Secure Platform 
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1.   Evolution of the information society

As advocated in Society 5.0 by the Japanese gov-
ernment in 2016, many countries are aiming to inno-
vate human activities in the physical world with arti-
ficial intelligence (AI)/Internet of Things (IoT) tech-
nologies. This article introduces some of the tech-
nologies that NTT Software Innovation Center (SIC) 
is working on to achieve such aims. This section 
describes how information technology (IT) systems 
should evolve.

1.1    From individual optimization to overall opti-
mization

Many IT systems achieve only individual optimiza-
tion, creating a non-optimal condition for the overall 
benefits to society. One example is a car navigation 
system that selects the shortest route for a car without 
taking into account the current traffic of the route. If 
self-driving vehicles and mobility as a service (MaaS) 
are developed with this approach, roads that are prone 
to traffic jams, such as those in Japanese and other 
world cities, would become even more congested. 
Self-driving cars and MaaS would not be practical 
without a mechanism for overall traffic optimization 
for avoiding traffic jams. One such mechanism may 
collect the destinations of all people and vehicles on 
the road, reduce total traffic by arranging ride-sharing 
groups, and avoid traffic congestion by selecting 
second-best routes for some cars. Therefore, it will be 
important to optimize entire systems that coordinate 

multiple people and things. 

1.2    Creating business opportunities and avoiding 
disasters 

There are many data-lake products and business 
intelligence (BI) tools on the market, and many com-
panies have built so-called systems-of-insight (SoI) 
to achieve BI and optimize business activities. How-
ever, typical SoI implementations update data in a 
data lake with daily batch processes. This implies that 
whatever advanced AI algorithms we develop, they 
will be applied only to non-fresh data collected the 
previous day.  

If we can accelerate data flows so that data are 
aggregated for analysis in several minutes or seconds, 
it would enable us to generate new value. For exam-
ple, the retail industry would be able to operate 
“mobile” stores, dynamically moving them to gather-
ing points such as sporting events. Since the loadable 
capacity would be limited, selecting merchandise to 
be loaded with hourly demand prediction would be 
key. Another example would be emergency evacua-
tion. If we can run evacuation buses based on the 
current and precise whereabouts of people and road 
conditions, it would greatly assist people in evacuat-
ing disaster-hit areas. Therefore, increasing data 
velocity for responsive human activities would gener-
ate significant value, enabling us to create business 
opportunities and avoid disasters. 

Phygital-data-centric Computing
Masahisa Kawashima
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The artificial intelligence (AI)/Internet of Things initiatives being undertaken in many countries will 
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2.   Phygital-data-centric computing

The IT evolution mentioned above will reverse data 
flows. In today’s Internet, data flow from servers on 
the cloud to devices in the physical world. The IT 
infrastructure has evolved to serve more data in this 
direction. However, the new AI/IoT technologies like 
those in the examples mentioned above will be imple-
mented with a new computing paradigm called phy-
gital-data-centric computing (Fig. 1) with the follow-
ing design principles.
(1)  Observe people or things in the physical world 

and generate data reflecting that observation. 
We call such data phygital data.

(2)  Create servers of phygital data, i.e., data springs, 
in the proximity of observed people or things.

(3)  Develop on the cloud analytical applications 
that access data springs and generate value out 
of data.

3.   Research and development (R&D) areas for 
phygital-data-centric computing

NTT SIC is developing technologies needed for 

value-generating, cost-effective, and operable imple-
mentation of phygital-data-centric computing. In 
particular, we are conducting R&D in the following 
three areas.

3.1    AI computing infrastructure for generating 
phygital data 

Flexibility is critical for phygital data generation. 
For example, in typical camera-based shopper-behav-
ior analysis for retail stores, a shopper’s age and sex 
are estimated and logged. However, some may want 
to log the shopper’s body shape as well. Some may 
even want to log his/her actions such as comparing 
products, reading product displays, and picking up a 
product. Accommodating such varying demands will 
inevitably require the deployment of software-based 
AI-inference runtimes, which are computationally 
intensive.

Even a small convenience store would have to 
install six to eight cameras, and shop owners may 
want to apply multiple phygital-data-generation 
methods to their cameras. For example, they may 
want to generate population-density heat maps, 
shoplifting-prevention alerts, and notifications for 

Fig. 1.   Phygital-data-centric computing.
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disabled shoppers. Even a small convenience store 
would have to deploy 20–50 AI-inference runtimes, 
which incurs a huge computational load.

In response to this issue, we developed Carrier 
Cloud for Deep Learning, which accommodates a 
massive amount of deep learning inference tasks, 
leveraging our deep-learning runtime-optimization 
technology. This deep-learning inference-processing 
platform is explained in “Carrier Cloud for Deep 
Learning to Enable Highly Efficient Inference Pro-
cessing—R&D Technologies as a Source of Com-
petitive Power in Company Activities” in this issue 
[1]. 

3.2    Data hub/pipelines for data flowing from data 
springs to analytical applications

Enabling an analytical application to access fresh 
data is not straightforward due to issues with data 
volume and the scattered nature of data springs and 
analytical applications. 

Data volume is huge and unpredictable in many 
cases. For example, we may want to implement real-
time monitoring of a car’s geolocation, which will be 
very helpful in achieving the above-mentioned smart 
traffic distribution. Provided that the number of con-
nected cars on the road is probably in the millions and 
that car density varies among regions and is very 
unpredictable, a cost-effective implementation of a 
real-time car-location database is not straightforward. 
Moreover, if geolocation data become more precise 
with a global navigation satellite system, we will 
have to increase the location-update frequency 
accordingly, which will significantly increase the 
database workload. In response to this issue, we are 
developing a high-speed spatio-temporal database 
data-management system called AxispotTM, which is 
introduced in “Introduction to AxispotTM, Real-time 
Spatio-temporal Data-management System, and Its 
High-speed Spatio-temporal Data-search Technolo-
gy” in this issue [2].

Both data springs and analytical applications are 
geographically scattered by nature. Let us consider 
real-time population density heat maps and tempera-
ture/humidity maps of commercial buildings. Such 
heat maps will be useful for various business pur-
poses such as sales forecasting, dynamic marketing, 
and public safety. Data springs, i.e., data sources for 
heat maps, would be created in the proximity of 
buildings, and analytical applications would run in 
various places including public clouds and corporate 
datacenters. How could data springs responsively 
notify analytical applications of events while avoid-

ing unnecessary communication traffic? In many 
cases, as data are privacy sensitive, data owners 
would not be able to share their data without proper 
privacy concealment. However, privacy concealment 
would make generating value from data difficult. 
How can we address this dilemma? We are develop-
ing the iChie data hub, which is described in “iChie: 
Speeding up Data Collaboration between Compa-
nies” in this issue [3]. 

3.3    Advanced analytics for adding value to phygi-
tal data

Last but most important is analytics. The AI com-
puting infrastructure and data hub/pipelines men-
tioned above will prepare various phygital data for 
analytics. However, without further advancement in 
data-analytics algorithms and tools, people would not 
be able to generate much value out of phygital data. 

One reason is the shortage of data scientists. In 
many cases, value-generating data models should 
handle many variables as input, which increases the 
obstacles for application developers. Without data 
scientists with advanced skills, such data models can-
not be properly developed. In response, we are devel-
oping a data modeling automation technology called 
RakuDA [4] and a technology called t-VAE [5] for 
suppressing instability in AI model training for 
anomaly detection. 

Another reason lies in the fundamental difference 
between calculation and analytical computing. Con-
ventional computers were designed to execute many 
calculations or comparisons, i.e., +, −, ×, ÷, <, >, =, 
and ≠ tasks. However, many optimization problems 
cannot be translated into a sequence of calculation/
comparison tasks. We have to compare all possible 
combinations with such computers, which is not very 
practical. Let us consider the above-mentioned smart 
traffic distribution for self-driving cars and MaaS. We 
would have to optimize each car’s route and ride-
sharing groups, taking into account various data such 
as travel demands, current and predicted road traffic, 
ride-sharing car availability, and special needs of pas-
sengers. It is difficult for conventional computers to 
solve optimization problems in real time under condi-
tions in which the number of combinations increases 
exponentially. In response, we are developing a 
hybrid computation platform for combinational opti-
mization, which is featured in “LASOLVTM Comput-
ing System: Hybrid Platform for Efficient Combina-
torial Optimization” in this issue [6].

Some analytical applications, such as those for 
trading, may involve transactional database updates. 
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Transactional databases have been implemented 
using a scale-up approach, i.e., improving a single 
server’s performance in accordance with an increase 
in workload. However, as Moore’s Law is reaching its 
limit, we cannot expect further performance improve-
ment. Therefore, we developed high-speed transac-
tion-processing technology, which is introduced in 
“A Method for High-speed Transaction Processing on 
Many-core CPU” in this issue [7].

4.   Future directions

As described above, NTT SIC is putting great effort 
into phygital-data-centric computing. We will make 
our technologies ready for beta evaluation from the 
early stages of development and improve upon them 
after receiving feedback from NTT’s partners and 
customers.
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1.   Solving social problems with deep learning 

It has been almost eight years since the overwhelm-
ing win by Geoffrey Hinton and his group at the 2012 
ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge 
(ILSVRC). As a result, various deep learning tech-
nologies are now being investigated worldwide.

Past research on deep learning revealed that trials 
and proof of concept demonstrations were early top-
ics. Today, however, there is now much discussion 
about solving social problems through deep learning. 
As a disruptive technology, deep learning is no longer 
a topic limited to researchers—it has become a tech-
nology for solving real social problems [1]. 

This trend began with use cases applying image 
recognition as a substitute for the human eye. Many 
use cases now include speech recognition and lan-

guage processing. As a result, deep learning is on the 
road to becoming a commonly accepted technology.

2.   Necessary element for accelerating the solving 
of social problems

At NTT Software Innovation Center (SIC), we have 
developed critical technology for accelerating the 
solving of social problems ahead of the competition. 
Specifically, we have redefined the meaning of sur-
veillance camera service by giving Takumi Eyes [2], 
a commercial surveillance service launched by NTT 
Communications in 2017, the capability of conduct-
ing real-time analysis of surveillance-camera video. 
In the past, such video simply served as material to be 
examined after the occurrence of an event to deter-
mine what happened before being handed over to a 
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law enforcement agency.
Needless to say, this ability to conduct real-time 

analysis of video has significantly broadened the 
range of social problems that can be solved (effective 
use cases). The managing of surveillance cameras in 
commercial facilities and office buildings is typical of 
the work conducted today by security businesses, but 
trials have been held on searching for elderly indi-
viduals suffering from dementia [3], a phenomenon 
expected to become a major problem as society ages 
in Japan. 

3.   Specific technologies enabling real-time 
video analysis

Real-time surveillance camera service was achieved 
through the development of the following key tech-
nologies for achieving efficient inference processing 
in deep learning. 
(1) Technology for densification of inference tasks

This technology includes the batch transfer of mul-
tiple inference tasks to a graphics processing unit 
(GPU), a close-packing processing method for paral-
lelizing post-processing after inference,*1 and a 
stream-merge method for reducing GPU memory 
through batch processing of multiple data streams. 
The idea is to decrease the cost per task by multiplex-
ing inference tasks in a high-density manner through 
a variety of patent-pending efficiency-enhancement 
technologies.
(2) Lightweight filter technology for inference

When analyzing stream data, of which video is one 
example, there are many cases in which the entire 
stream does not need to be analyzed due, for example, 
to the absence of individuals in certain segments of 
that video. However, processing without taking this 
into consideration means that computing resources 
will be monopolized even for video not requiring any 
analysis. This problem is solved by applying a light-
weight filter that determines whether analysis is nec-
essary according to the inference model being used so 
that only those locations that require analysis are tar-
geted for inference processing. This technology 
reduces processing cost.
(3) Server/edge distributed processing technology

This technology makes it possible to use the same 
query language to describe server/edge linking with-
out having to worry about the individual roles of edge 
devices, servers, or other components. For example, 
combining this technology with lightweight filter 
technology means that simple analysis tasks can be 
processed at the edge while more detailed analyses 

can be offloaded to servers, which reduces network 
and facility costs. At the same time, preprocessing 
conducted at the edge in this manner makes it possi-
ble to protect highly confidential information that 
should not be uploaded to an external server (Fig. 1).
(4)  Deep-learning-model-optimization technology 

supporting heterogeneous devices
This technology makes it possible to deploy a 

model that makes maximum use of the performances 
of individual devices by preparing an execution envi-
ronment for multiple inference accelerators (CPUs 
(central processing units), GPUs, etc.) and making 
calls to these devices from a stream-processing 
engine. 

Combining this technology with a training-model 
compiler (such as NVIDIA TensorRTTM or Intel 
OpenVINOTM) can also improve capacity by con-
ducting different types of optimization such as model 
compression and low-precision processing. 
(5)  Technology for building inference microser-

vices
This technology enables dedicated processes that 

perform only inference processing to be built as infer-
ence microservices on separate servers. Combining 
this technology with server/edge distributed process-
ing technology also makes it possible to uncouple 
computationally intensive inference processing from 
relatively powerless edge devices and to apply infer-
ence-task densification technology on the inference-
microservice side where many inference tasks are 
concentrated.

Combining all technologies described above 
improves capacity by more than ten times and enables 
real-time video analysis.

4.   Service creation toward a golden era of  
deep learning and business scaling 

In creating a commercial service, it is essential to 
compare the value that can be obtained from such a 
service with what must be paid for it (cost effective-
ness) from the customer’s perspective. Regardless of 
whatever benefits a customer can receive from a ser-
vice using deep learning technology, if the cost of just 
an inference infrastructure reaches about 100 million 
yen, it is very difficult for a mid-sized company to 
decide on whether to introduce such a service. In 
other words, the ability to inexpensively construct 

*1 Inference: Data analysis processing using deep learning technol-
ogy. The way in which inference is used determines how the 
means of inference, inference environment, inference cloud, and 
other elements are used.
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and use an infrastructure for an execution environ-
ment (inference environment) is key. In response to 
this need, the technologies introduced above for 
achieving real-time processing have come to the fore-
front. For a mid-sized company, the application of 
these technologies to enable efficient, real-time use of 
an inference environment can bring the cost effective-
ness of using a deep-learning service up to a level 
commensurate with its benefits. For this reason, pro-
viding a service that enables efficient use of an infer-
ence environment on an inference cloud*2 to all types 
of customers at an appropriate price should enable 
NTT to gain a competitive edge over its competitors.

5.   Carrier Cloud for Deep Learning— 
expanding from surveillance cameras to 

deep learning

Application of technologies for achieving an effi-
cient inference environment described in section 3 is 
not limited to surveillance-video-analysis services. It 
can also be applied to nearly all services that use deep 
learning. The means of generalizing these technolo-
gies is called Carrier Cloud for Deep Learning 
(Fig. 2). Given expectations that models using deep 
learning and machine learning will increase in num-
ber and continue to be used in the years to come, 
Carrier Cloud for Deep Learning is an execution 
environment for running such models when they are 
put to commercial use [4].

At the same time, a framework conducive to these 
technologies is taking shape, as summarized below.
(1)  Acceleration of service development using deep 

Fig. 1.   Use cases of regional artificial intelligence edge services.
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service) that enables efficient use of an inference environment in 
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learning
We can expect even services that have so far been 

provided in the form of ordinary rule-based programs 
to be developed on a deep learning basis together as 
huge volumes of data are accumulated. For example, 
translation services based on deep learning are more 
powerful than rule-based forms of these services. 
This trend is expected to accelerate.
(2)  Unbundling of training (learning) and runtime 

(inference)
It has been necessary to consistently use the same 

deep learning framework (TensorFlow, Caffe, etc.) 
from training to inference, but technical standards 
(such as ONNX: Open Neural Network Exchange) 
for exporting/importing previously trained models 
are progressing, making it easy to select the means of 
training and inference separately. 
(3)  Development of many accelerators (semicon-

ductors) for inference processing
Only GPUs from NVIDIA were previously used for 

deep-learning purposes, but a variety of companies 
are developing and selling accelerators [5]. Regard-
ing major companies, Intel provides the Nervana 
Neural Network Processor for Inference (NNP-I) and 
Myriad X, while Google provides Edge TPU. How-
ever, more than 100 companies including startups are 
now providing accelerators. 

6.   Regional carrier edge providing enhanced 
security and low latency for a more competitive 

inference cloud 

Placing the Carrier Cloud for Deep Learning in 
regional NTT telephone exchange buildings and 
other NTT assets enables the provision of a low-cost, 
high-security, and low-latency service called regional 
carrier edge.

What can be provided to customers through low-
latency services? We introduce some use cases.

The first use case relates to xR, which is the general 
term for the combination of virtual reality (VR), aug-
mented reality (AR), and mixed reality (MR). The 
term VR sickness is well known. This is a phenome-
non in which a user using a VR headset experiences 
nausea, drowsiness, or other disorientating effects 
when the processing speed lags, generating a delay. 
Regional carrier edge may be able to eliminate such 
VR sickness, so this may be one use case of a low-
latency service. 

The second use case is cloud gaming. This is a ser-
vice that runs a game at a datacenter and forwards 
screens and operations to a terminal. In cloud gam-
ing, a large delay limits the extent to which a game 
can be played. While a game such as a puzzle can be 
played and enjoyed regardless of delay, a game with 
real-time characteristics cannot be played with a large 

Fig. 2.   Overview of Carrier Cloud for Deep Learning.
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delay. For example, if the user sees that a bullet is 
coming his/her way and operates the controller to 
avoid the bullet, a large delay would cause the bullet 
to hit the user before that operation information 
arrives at the datacenter. 

Technologies for constructing inference clouds 
with regional carrier edge in NTT telephone exchange 
buildings and between 5G (fifth-generation mobile 
communication) antenna and the Internet are being 
developed at SIC. Therefore, many services that can 
be provided thanks to low latency, such as quality 
inspection on factory production lines, will be pro-
vided in the future.

7.   Wanted! Partners wanting a game changer

The inference cloud introduced in this article 
includes technologies that can be developed by other 
companies or using open source software, but on the 
whole, it is a world that presents a new challenge that 
no company has ever achieved.

At SIC, we strongly believe that technology can 
change the world and are investigating game-chang-
ing technology regarding inference clouds. To this 
end, we are seeking partners to achieve such game-
changing breakthroughs together. 

Some courage is probably needed to propose tech-
nologies with no established track record to custom-

ers. Proposing technology that a customer is not 
familiar with, managing a project, and delivering it on 
time are very difficult. With this in mind, our plan is 
to first provide such technologies to the NTT Group 
then conduct tests so that we can later include them in 
services we provide to customers. We would like to 
create such an environment together with our part-
ners.
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1.   Introduction 

The Internet of Things (IoT), a key technology for 
cloud-based, centralized management of various 
information sensed from people, things, and natural 
environments in real space, is becoming increasingly 
indispensable for next-generation services for mov-
ing things (MTs) such as people and automobiles. For 
example, with inter-vehicle communication services, 
large numbers of vehicles connected to the Internet 
(connected vehicles) continuously send information 
on their driving location and the time of data trans-
mission to the cloud, which stores and analyzes this 
information, and notifies vehicles of traffic condi-
tions (e.g., traffic accidents and congestion) in the 
relevant areas in real time. Another example is in 
augmented reality, in which various information 
transmitted from smartphones and wearable devices 
is stored together with the user’s location and the time 
of data transmission in the cloud to enable quick 

retrieval and delivery of useful information to the user 
corresponding to his/her location and interests to help 
him/her decide what to do next (e.g., information 
about recommendations or shop congestion).

To respond to such future mobility demands, NTT 
Software Innovation Center (SIC) is developing 
AxispotTM—a real-time spatio-temporal data-man-
agement system—to accumulate a massive amount of 
MT information and enable real-time searching of 
MTs in particular areas and at specific times from this 
large amount of MT information stored in the data-
base.

In this article, we give an overview of Axispot. We 
first briefly describe a conventional spatio-temporal 
database (STDB) used with Axispot and the high-
speed spatio-temporal data-search technology [1] we 
developed to solve the technical issues with a conven-
tional STDB. We also give an overview of the Axispot 
architecture based on this high-speed spatio-temporal 
data-search technology. 

Introduction to AxispotTM, Real-time 
Spatio-temporal Data-management 
System, and Its High-speed Spatio-
temporal Data-search Technology
Masayuki Hanadate, Tatsuro Kimura, Nobuhiro Oki, 
Naoko Shigematsu, Isoo Ueno, Ichibe Naito,  
Takashi Kubo, Kazuhiro Miyahara, and Atsushi Isomura

Abstract
We introduce the AxispotTM real-time spatio-temporal data-management system, which is a key com-

ponent in responding to the demands for next-generation services such as communication between con-
nected vehicles and augmented reality. We also describe a high-speed spatio-temporal data-search 
technology as a key function of Axispot, which can not only accumulate a large amount of data sent all 
at once from moving things (MTs), such as people or automobiles, but also search for MTs in a particu-
lar area and at a certain time from a large amount of data stored in a database in real time.

Keywords: spatio-temporal database, dynamic map, augmented reality, Digital Twin Computing
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2.   Current state of STDBs

An STDB is used for efficiently storing and retriev-
ing data sets containing both spatial information, that 
is, information for position in space (e.g., longitude 
and latitude), and time information (e.g., time of day) 
[2, 3]. On the other hand, a database for only handling 
either temporal information or spatial information is 
known as a time-series database or spatial database, 
respectively. An STDB is generally implemented by 
expanding a spatial database to also manage temporal 
information [3]. Therefore, before we discuss an 
STDB, we briefly describe spatial-database technol-
ogy.

A spatial database stores spatial information about 
geographic areas (e.g., land or buildings) that is rep-
resented in a geometric data format, such as point, 
line, or surface, and enables retrieval of some spatial 
information corresponding to a query also expressed 
as spatial information. To retrieve spatial informa-
tion, the spatial database executes geometric compu-
tations on the stored spatial information and the 
query. These data formats and geometric computa-
tions are illustrated in Fig. 1 [2]. For example, to 
search for buildings in a particular area, information 
on the area is represented as a surface, which is com-
posed of data sets of points stored in an STDB that 
represent the longitude and latitude of the area’s 
boundary. When the STDB receives a query, which is 
spatial information on a particular area that the user 
wants to search, and is represented as a surface, the 
STDB calculates an inclusion relation between the 
query and area including the buildings stored in the 
STDB. The STDB then returns the retrieved areas, 
which are the areas included in the query.

A spatial database can be implemented using a rela-
tional database (RDB) or distributed key-value store 
(KVS). An RDB contains a table with columns 
assigned to spatial information. However, if spatial 
information is multi-dimensional and the columns are 
independently prepared for each element of the spa-
tial information (e.g., latitude and longitude), then it 
is necessary to search each column independently. 
Processing to search multiple individual columns 
degrades search efficiency. To address this technical 
issue, search trees for two-dimensional information 
(R-Tree [4], etc.) have been proposed. 

With a distributed KVS, however, one column, key, 
is initially assigned in a key-value structure table, 
which plays an important role in high-performance 
searching. While this architecture is extremely simple 
and advantageous for search performance, there is 
only one data point assigned to the key. It is thus dif-
ficult to store multi-dimensional information, such as 
spatial information, without first converting it to sin-
gle-dimensional data. Therefore, a space-filling curve 
was proposed as a conversion technique that can be 
used as the key in a distributed KVS. Notably, the 
geohash [5] is a data-conversion rule using a Z-curve, 
a type of space-filling curve, and is one of the most 
well-known techniques to convert multi-dimensional 
spatial information into single-dimensional data. This 
is because the geohash enables important spatial 
information operation—the zoom effect to expand or 
contract an area—done by changing the length of the 
converted single-dimensional spatial information to 
express the area (Fig. 2). As explained below, 
single-dimensional spatial information converted 
using the geohash is called a spatial code.

As described above, an STDB can be created by 

Fig. 1.   Examples of data formats in spatial databases and geometric computation.
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expanding a spatial database using an RDB or distrib-
uted KVS to manage temporal information. The 
future mobility requirement described in the first sec-
tion involves the ability to handle continuous move-
ments of a huge number of MTs, e.g., tens of millions 
of people or connected vehicles, that frequently 
change their positions and data transmission times. 
With an RDB, it would be necessary to update the 
structures of the search trees every time the RDB 
receives data, and such frequent updates would 
reduce the efficiency of writing the spatio-temporal 
information into the RDB. Therefore, a distributed 
KVS is a better choice for an STDB to manage a large 
number of MTs in real time because updating the 
RDB tree structure is not necessary. A distributed 
KVS is scalable, an even more advantageous feature 
for seamlessly storing a massive amount of data into 
multiple distributed data nodes. Consequently, we 
implemented an STDB with a distributed KVS.

In the following section, we describe high-speed 
spatio-temporal data-search technology developed by 
SIC using a distributed KVS and Z-curve and the 
fundamental STDB functions.

3.   High-speed spatio-temporal 
data-search technology

High-speed spatio-temporal data-search technolo-

gy is used to store sensor information received all at 
once from a large number of MTs in real space as 
well as spatial and temporal information associated 
with the sensor information, and simultaneously 
retrieve sensor information contained in a particular 
rectangular area and at a certain time given as a query. 
In particular, by applying the spatio-temporal code 
and limited node-distribution algorithm to a distrib-
uted KVS, the high-speed spatio-temporal data-
search technology satisfies the following require-
ments:

(1)  Efficient multi-dimensional information 
search: Using spatio-temporal code as the dis-
tributed KVS key makes it possible to simul-
taneously search multi-dimensional informa-
tion—data sets consisting of time, latitude, 
longitude, and altitude.

(2)  Adjustments to the search area: A spatio-tem-
poral code prefix search enables changing the 
area and time to search—for example, one 
hour before the current time, longitude 10 to 
20 degrees east and latitude 30 to 40 degrees 
north.

(3)  Prevention of intensive access to particular 
nodes: The limited node-distribution algorithm 
can distribute information across all nodes 
that comprise the distributed KVS, which pre-
vents intensive access to particular nodes that 

Fig. 2.   The geohash.
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could occur with fluctuations in MT traffic in 
the real world (e.g., the urban area around a 
station is crowded in the morning, and the 
suburbs are crowded in the evening). 

(4)  Prevention of searching all nodes: If informa-
tion is stored at random across the storage 
nodes of the distributed KVS, then it is diffi-
cult to identify the nodes in which the infor-
mation related to the query is stored, so an 
STDB has to access all storage nodes includ-
ing those with no related data when the STDB 
is searched for data. This results in inefficient 
data search. To solve this problem, the limited 
node-distribution algorithm identifies only the 
nodes that store information related to the 
query, so that the STDB only has to retrieve 
information from them, avoiding unnecessary 
node access.

3.1   Spatio-temporal code
Spatio-temporal code is information that expands 

on the aforementioned spatial code to include a time 
range and single-dimensional information with spa-
tial and temporal information bits rearranged accord-
ing to conversion rules using a Z-curve. Figure 3 
illustrates an example of spatio-temporal code, which 
consists of 36 bits for time, 30 bits for longitude, and 
30 bits for latitude. In this design, the minimum rect-

angle size of this code is 30 ms × 3 cm × 3 cm.
We now describe the procedure for storing and 

searching data using the spatio-temporal code with 
the limited node-distribution algorithm (Fig. 4). 

First, a spatio-temporal code is generated using the 
temporal (time) and spatial (longitude and latitude) 
information received from the client. Second, a hash 
computation on the fixed upper bits of the spatio-
temporal code generates a hash-value that corre-
sponds to a unique combination of nodes comprising 
the distributed KVS as candidate nodes to store data. 
Finally, one node is randomly selected from among 
these candidates. 

A spatio-temporal code is first generated from the 
search query that includes the temporal and spatial 
information received from the client; then a hash 
computation on the fixed upper bits of the spatio-
temporal code generates a hash-value to identify 
candidate storage nodes. The candidate storage nodes 
(not all the storage nodes) then execute the prefix 
match of the spatio-temporal code of the search query 
with their stored spatio-temporal codes. Finally, each 
candidate node returns its matching data to the client.

3.2   Limited node-distribution algorithm
With a spatio-temporal code on a particular area in 

the limited node-distribution algorithm, the fixed 
upper bits of the spatio-temporal code change so that 

Fig. 3.   Example of spatio-temporal code.
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the combinations of candidate storage nodes also 
continuously change. For example, even when traffic 
congestion occurs in a certain area, the combinations 
of candidate storage nodes also switch over time. As 
a result, continuous intensive access to particular 
nodes during traffic congestion is avoided. An illus-
tration of the transition of candidate-node combina-
tions is shown in Fig. 5. With data search, searching 
is only executed on the candidate storage nodes; 
hence, the limited node-distribution algorithm reduc-
es the overall workload to search only the desired 
spatio-temporal data from the large amount of stored 
data.

Particular information related to a certain area and 
time can also be searched instantly by comparing the 
prefixes of the single-dimensional spatio-temporal 
code stored in the database with those of the spatio-
temporal code given with the search query. 

Moreover, changing the length of the spatio-tempo-
ral code in the search query enables applications to 
adjust the width and length of the rectangle area and 
the search time. For example, to search a wider area 
or a longer period of time, a shorter spatio-temporal 
code in the query can be used. Conversely, to search 

a narrower area or a shorter period of time, a longer 
spatio-temporal code can be used in the query. 

Through our implementation and evaluation of the 
limited node-distribution algorithm, we confirmed 
that its throughput for storing data is 13 times better 
than conventional algorithms, and its throughput for 
searching data is 5 times better than conventional 
algorithms [1, 6].

4.   Overview of Axispot architecture

With the high-speed spatio-temporal data-search 
technology, we aim to further advance spatio-tempo-
ral data-management functions, such as searching 
complicated, non-rectangular areas (e.g., roads and 
building areas), that will contribute to next-genera-
tion services such as inter-vehicle communication 
and augmented reality. 

Figure 6 shows the overall Axispot architecture. 
Axispot consists of the following five layers: database, 
database management, geomesh, geometric search, 
and geometric analysis. The database layer consists 
of a distributed KVS consisting of multiple nodes to 
manage data. In the database-management layer, the 

Fig. 4.   Procedure of data storing and data search.
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Fig. 6.   Axispot architecture.
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nodes to store and search data are determined with the 
high-speed spatio-temporal data-search technology. 
In the geomesh layer, a spatio-temporal code is gen-
erated using a Z-curve. The shape of the search area 
in this layer is always a fixed-length rectangle defined 
by the spatio-temporal code (e.g., a 100-km square). 
Then, the geometric-search layer extracts MT data 
sets for still more complicated non-rectangular areas 
from the search result (the rectangular area) in the 
geomesh layer. For example, this layer only identifies 
MTs in complicated polygonal, non-rectangle areas 
such as roads, parks, or school districts from all the 
MT data sets for the particular rectangular area. 
Finally, the geometric-analysis layer enables spatio-
temporal analysis using the output information from 
the geomesh and geometric-search layers. For exam-
ple, this layer combines search results in the geomesh 
layer with MapReduce technology [7] to efficiently 
calculate geometric statistic information for distribu-
tion of a massive amount of MTs in a particular area 
and at a certain time. This also enables geofencing, 
detecting whether an MT enters or exits a specific 
area, called a fence.

Furthermore, we assume that Axispot can also be 
applied not only to the real world but also to cyber-
space; Axispot makes it possible to put MTs, such as 
digital humans and virtual automobiles correspond-

ing to a specific time and location managed in 
Axispot, into virtual cities and virtual natural envi-
ronments in cyberspace. We will develop this tech-
nology as a key component for synthesizing digital 
twins dynamically, hence, contributing to Digital 
Twin Computing [8].
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1.   Expectations and reality in inter-company 
data linkage

There has been growing interest in carrying out 
data linkage across the boundaries between compa-
nies and industries. For example, if the sales histories 
of retailers are combined with the human-flow data 
collected by public transportation networks, it should 
be possible to analyze trade areas more precisely and 
make flow design more efficient. It should also be 
possible to improve product traceability by integrat-
ing the sales histories of wholesalers and retailers 
with the assembly histories of manufacturers and 
manufacturing histories of suppliers.

However, when this type of inter-company data 
analysis is conducted, the data must be gathered in a 
single location (where the data analysis is to be con-
ducted). To protect personal information and trade 
secrets, these data must also be anonymized and/or 
concealed in some way. This increases the granularity 
of the data and reduces their value.

Even within the same company, there are many 
cases in which different departments create and oper-
ate their own databases, giving rise to issues similar 
to those of inter-company data linkage. Some compa-
nies have taken the approach of temporarily storing 
the data from all their databases in a data lake then 
reconfiguring the data as data marts for specific 
analysis targets. When using a data lake that can store 

data in any form, either structured or unstructured, it 
is possible to store and use data collected from each 
database at a single centralized location. However, 
there are high barriers to the collection of sensitive 
data, such as personal information and trade secrets, 
in an external data lake. For this reason, iChie—a 
technology for the virtual integration of disparate 
databases into a single entity to promote the creation 
of new value of data linkages between organizations 
and companies—adopts an approach called data vir-
tualization whereby the distributed databases of indi-
vidual companies are left intact and provided only as 
centralized endpoints for analysis by presenting them 
as virtualized databases.

Table 1 summarizes the expectations and reality of 
inter-company data linkage. 

iChie provides two functions:
1)  Data-transfer control based on network charac-

teristics
2)  Mandatory application of privacy policy to data 

users by data owners (privacy-policy enforce-
ment)

Data-transfer control can speed up data transfer, 
and privacy-policy enforcement can overcome the 
high barriers to the collection of sensitive data. The 
following sections provide details of these features.

iChie: Speeding up Data 
Collaboration between Companies
Naoto Yamamoto, Daisuke Tokunaga, 
and Seiichiro Mochida
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for the virtual integration of disparate databases into a single entity to promote the creation of new value 
of data linkages between organizations and companies. This article discusses the issues of inter-compa-
ny data linkage and the technical features of iChie for resolving these issues.
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2.   Data-transfer control based on 
network characteristics

Most companies use applications such as business 
intelligence (BI) tools to obtain useful information 
for decision making by aggregating and analyzing 
large amounts of data. When BI tools collect data, 
they submit Structured Query Language (SQL) que-
ries to databases, which transfer data in response to 
these queries. In almost all cases, inter-company data 
linkage involves databases scattered throughout dif-
ferent geographical locations and on different net-
works. When a BI tool is used to collect data from 
each database in such situations, the quality of the 
networks connecting it to these databases becomes a 
bottleneck, requiring a long time for data transfer to 
complete. BI involves searching for correct answers 
while changing the combination of data through trial 
and error. Therefore, long data-transfer times lead 
directly to a reduction in the number of trials, result-
ing in lower analysis quality.

With iChie, this issue is resolved by taking two 
approaches:

The first is to reduce the volume of data transfers by 
transferring smaller quantities of data to places where 
larger amounts of data are stored. When using a JOIN 
query to join tables from multiple databases, the data 
are collected and combined at a (single) location 
where the SQL queries are issued. With iChie, on the 
other hand, statistical information is used to compare 
the data sizes corresponding to hits in partial queries 
submitted to the tables to be joined. Instead of col-
lecting hit data where the SQL query was submitted, 
the data are sent from the database(s) yielding fewer 
hits to one yielding more hits. The data are then 
joined, and the results are returned to the location 
where the SQL query was submitted. Since the joined 

table represents an intersection of the original tables, 
it contains less data than the original large tables. 
Figure 1 shows an example where two databases are 
joined. When JOIN operations are carried out across 
three or more databases to minimize the total amount 
of data transferred, an execution plan is devised to 
determine which database’s data should be sent to 
what other database and in what order.

The second approach is to select the optimal data-
transfer route based on network quality. As shown in 
Fig. 1, there are multiple possible data-transfer paths 
when transferring data between databases or when 
sending query responses to BI tools. With iChie, the 
results of effective bandwidth measurements obtained 
when previously transferring data over these routes 
can be fed back to the query-execution plan, making 
it possible to select the optimal data-transfer paths 
(Fig. 2).

3.   Mandatory application of privacy policy to 
data users by data owners

iChie includes functions that support integrated 
analysis with privacy in mind. When inter-company 
data linkage is used to handle data, such as personal 
information or trade secrets that must be managed 
more securely, processing, such as anonymization 
and concealment, must be carried out to protect such 
data. However, excessive anonymization can make 
the data too granular and unsuitable for analysis.

For this reason, iChie uses a mechanism called 
privacy-policy enforcement to provide functions for 
analyzing data without exposing them to the outside. 
This mechanism forces data users to apply the con-
cealment/anonymization policy set by the data owner 
(database administrator).

For example, suppose a shopping mall collects 

Table 1.   Expectations vs. reality in inter-company data linkage.

Expectation Reality Benefits offered with iChie

1. Supports real-time on-
demand data linkage to 
remote databases (DBs).

Data transfers are time-consuming 
and make real-time, on-demand 
linkage impossible.

•  Reduces the volume of data transfers 
by transferring small quantities of data 
to locations where there are large 
quantities of data.

•  Selects the optimal data transfer route 
based on the network quality between 
DBs.

2. Results can be returned from 
external data analysis while 
protecting data privacy and 
trade secrets.

When data are handled externally, 
they must be protected through 
processing such as anonymization 
or concealment, which reduces 
the benefit of analyzing these data.

•  If a specified data item is one that the 
data owner wishes to prohibit from 
being transferred externally, then it is 
possible to conduct analysis without 
transferring this item externally.
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customer-attribute information while one of its ten-
ants collects purchase-history information. The shop-
ping mall’s security policy dictates that member 
identifiers (IDs) and names must not be disclosed. In 
this case, the shopping mall (data owner) sets a pri-
vacy policy in advance for the iChie agent to prevent 

the disclosing of member IDs and names (Fig. 3). 
Now suppose a BI tool user wants to check the pur-
chase date and purchaser age and sex for each pur-
chased product. To check this information, it is neces-
sary to carry out a JOIN operation on query responses 
obtained from the shopping mall and tenant databases. 

Fig. 1.   Mechanism for reducing the volume of data transfers.
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In this case, iChie creates a query-execution plan for 
each database so that the JOIN operation including 
the columns subject to the privacy policy is carried 
out in the shopping mall database. From the results of 
this JOIN operation, the columns that are not to be 
disclosed (i.e., member IDs and names) are masked 
and sent back to the BI tool. Therefore, data analysis 
can be conducted without divulging confidential data 
(Fig. 4).

4.   Future prospects

At the 2011 annual meeting of the World Economic 
Forum in Davos, Switzerland, it was reported that 
personal information will become the new oil (i.e., a 
valuable resource) in the 21st century. Although data 
are as valuable as oil, the value of data is maximized 
by combining data from different sources and con-
ducting appropriate analysis. Therefore, the need for 
data linkage between companies and industries is 
expected to increase.

Inter-company data linkage involves many other 

issues besides those mentioned in this article. For 
example, in data linkage between companies, it is 
seldom the case that the same data are stored using 
the same column names and data types, so when join-
ing tables from different companies, it is necessary to 
sort by what each column name refers to. We are 
therefore investigating a technique for iChie whereby 
the semantic structure of data in disparate databases 
can be analyzed and converted into a common repre-
sentation format. We are also exploring the develop-
ment of a technique that uses collaborative distributed 
machine learning to eliminate the need for companies 
to share trade secrets in the form of real data. Instead, 
they would use their own data to create a learning 
model that can be shared and integrated with other 
models to achieve the same effect as that of sharing 
real data.

At NTT Software Innovation Center, we will pro-
mote real-world applications by collaborating not 
only with the NTT Group but also with various other 
partners.

Fig. 3.   Example of a data owner’s privacy policy settings.
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Fig. 4.   Example of privacy policy enforcement.
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1.   Challenges in using Ising computers

We are close to the end of Moore’s Law, and it is 
becoming increasingly difficult to significantly 
improve computing performance. Nevertheless, we 
are still facing complex problems that overwhelm 
today’s conventional digital computers. Combinato-
rial optimization is one such problem. It asks which 
answer is the ‘best’ in a set of possible answers, for 
example, “Which is the shortest route that visits all 
the given cities?” (traveling salesman problem) and 
“How can we assign colors to each area using a lim-
ited number of colors without assigning the same 
color to adjacent areas?” (graph coloring problem). 
We can find these simple questions in real-world 
problems such as quality improvement of wireless 
communication. To provide wireless access in a large 
venue, multiple access points might be installed. 
Closely located access points should not use the same 
frequency band; otherwise, wireless access will be 
unstable due to radiowave interference. We can con-
sider this problem as a graph coloring problem that 

assigns frequency bands instead of colors. Thus, 
combinatorial optimization is applied in various real-
world problems.

Various instances of combinatorial optimization 
can be converted into Ising optimization problems, 
i.e., a ground-state search of the Ising model. The 
Ising model is a theoretical model in statistical 
mechanics that represents a network of spins (Fig. 1). 
Spin σi takes one of two states: up (+1) or down (−1). 
By letting Jij and hi represent the strengths of a spin-
to-spin interaction and a magnetic field, respectively, 
the ground state refers to the spin configuration that 
minimizes the Ising Hamiltonian H defined as 

H = − ∑i<j Jij σiσj − ∑i hi σi.

Computers specialized for Ising optimization have 
been developed to efficiently solve Ising optimization 
problems. We call these computers Ising computers. 
There are several types of Ising computers: quantum 
annealing machines, such as D-Wave 2000Q, special-
ly designed semiconductor chips, such as Fujitsu’s 
Digital Annealing Unit, and the coherent Ising 

LASOLVTM Computing System: 
Hybrid Platform for Efficient 
Combinatorial Optimization
Junya Arai, Satoshi Yagi, Hiroyuki Uchiyama,  
Kinya Tomita, Kazuhiro Miyahara, Tokuma Tomoe,  
and Keitaro Horikawa

Abstract
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machine (CIM) [1]. The CIM is an Ising computer 
that simulates the Ising model using photonics tech-
nologies. NTT Basic Research Laboratories is con-
ducting research and development of LASOLVTM 
(Fig. 2), which is a CIM implemented by NTT. 
Although Ising computers can do nothing other than 
solve Ising optimization problems of a limited num-
ber of spins, we can apply them to complex problems 
by using hybrid algorithms. Hybrid algorithms use 
both Ising computers and digital computers coopera-
tively. For example, decomposition heuristics solves 
large-scale Ising optimization problems by iteratively 
generating small subproblems on a digital computer 
and solving them on an Ising computer. Hence, Ising 
computers are widely applicable to real-world prob-
lems.

However, there are several challenges with using 
Ising computers. One of the most fundamental chal-
lenges is sharing among multiple users. Since it is 
difficult to have a ‘personal’ Ising computer due to its 
cost and facility requirements, we need a multi-user 
system that coordinates accesses to Ising computers. 
Some companies solve this problem by using cloud 
platforms [2, 3] that provide Ising computers as a 
service. Platform users run their programs on their 
digital computers and offload Ising optimization to 
the cloud by issuing a web application programming 
interface (API) request from the programs. While 
these platforms enable many developers to use Ising 
computers, they are inefficient in executing hybrid 
algorithms. Latencies of web API requests via the 
Internet are significantly long compared with the 
solution time of Ising computers, which is in milli-
seconds. Since hybrid algorithms tend to involve 
frequent communication between Ising computers 
and digital computers, communication overheads 
affect performance. Thus, we are still facing chal-
lenges with using Ising computers.

To solve these problems, we developed a platform 

for Ising computing. In this article, we first clarify the 
issues with the design of Ising computing platforms 
then introduce our platform, LASOLV Computing 
System (LCS). The most distinguishing feature of 
LCS is the integration of LASOLV and digital com-
puters in a single system. LCS allows users to run 
their programs on a digital computer co-located with 
LASOLV. This enables efficient communication 
between LASOLV and digital computers. LCS also 
provides a Python library that assists in converting 
various problems to Ising optimization problems. We 
give details of LCS in the following sections. Due to 
space limitations, we omit a description of LASOLV. 
Refer to a previous article [1] for further details.

Fig. 1.   Ising model.

Interaction Jij

Magnetic field hi

Spin �i � {−1, +1} 

Fig. 2.   Appearance of LASOLVTM.
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2.   Issues in platform design

In this section, we state three issues with the design 
of Ising computing platforms.

2.1   Efficiency
As mentioned above, communication via the Inter-

net takes an order of magnitude longer than Ising 
optimization. In addition, as technology advances, 
Ising computers will have a larger number of spins. 
For example, LASOLV currently supports up to 2000 
spins, but NTT Basic Research Laboratories aims to 
increase this to 100,000 spins. As a result, the data 
size of Ising optimization problems, that is, the size 
of Jij and hi, will increase, and communication effi-
ciency will have more impact on performance. There-
fore, platforms need to be designed to minimize com-
munication overheads.

2.2   Extensibility
Specifications of Ising computers are subject to 

change due to their evolution. This inevitably makes 
the platforms a heterogeneous environment consist-
ing of incompatible Ising computers. Thus, it is nec-
essary to manage these computing resources so that 
users can avoid compatibility problems and effec-
tively use available resources.

2.3   Productivity
Platform users have to convert combinatorial opti-

mization problems into Ising optimization problems 
to use Ising computers. This conversion requires spe-
cial skills and knowledge of Ising computers. Since 
conversion methods differ among problems, it is 

impractical to provide ready-made conversion algo-
rithms for each problem. To achieve high productivity 
for a wide range of purposes, we need to design a 
programming interface that offers both convenience 
and versatility.

3.   LASOLV Computing System

NTT Software Innovation Center has developed 
LCS, which is a computer cluster with a Python 
library and middleware such as a job scheduler. It has 
the following three features to solve the design prob-
lems described in the previous section.

3.1   CIM-digital integration
To enable efficient communication between 

LASOLV and digital computers, they are integrated 
within a single cluster of LCS (Fig. 3). Except for the 
integration of LASOLV, this is a cluster configuration 
standard in high-performance computing. Users can 
request execution of their program as a job through 
SSH (Secure Shell) or Jupyter Notebook on web 
browsers (Fig. 4). Through cooperation of the job 
scheduler and LCS library, Ising optimization is 
implicitly offloaded to LASOLV, and the other com-
putation is executed on a compute node using a digi-
tal computer. Since compute nodes and LASOLV 
communicate within the cluster, LCS can provide 
higher-bandwidth and lower-latency communication 
than other platforms. In addition, LCS coordinates 
jobs so that each one can occupy a CPU (central pro-
cessing unit) core and LASOLV exclusively; thus, 
multiple users can use LCS simultaneously.

Fig. 3.   Configuration of LCS.
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3.2   Group dispatch
LCS is designed to be a scale-out system. Since 

LASOLV with different specifications may appear in 
the future, LCS makes groups of compatible 
LASOLVs for ease of management. Users can select 
a target group for offloading depending on the 
requirements of the problem (e.g., the number of 
spins). LCS then distributes offloading requests 
among LASOLVs in the target group for using them 
equally and improving throughput. Note that we are 
going to update the library for automatically deter-
mining the target group for offloading.

3.3   Layered reduction
Combinatorial optimization problems are convert-

ed into Ising optimization problems by the following 
three steps: formally defining the problem, convert-
ing it to a minimization problem of a polynomial 
objective function, and deforming the objective func-
tion to the Ising Hamiltonian. To offer options of the 
programming interface to cover various use cases, the 
LCS library has the following three layers that cor-
respond to each conversion step (Fig. 5).

(1) Solver layer
The solver layer is a set of problem-specific conver-

sion algorithms for well-known NP-hard problems 
such as the traveling salesman and graph coloring 
problems. These algorithms generate a polynomial 

objective function or the Ising Hamiltonian, which is 
handled in the following layers.
(2) Polynomial layer

This layer provides an internal domain-specific 
language (DSL) for converting polynomial objective 
functions into the Ising Hamiltonian. The DSL is use-
ful when the solver layer lacks an algorithm for the 
problem to be solved or when users need more flexi-
bility for hand-tuning.
(3) Hamiltonian layer

The Hamiltonian layer is a raw interface for the 
Ising Hamiltonian. It takes Jij and hi as inputs, solves 
the Ising optimization problem using LASOLV, and 
returns the answer.

While the solver layer has an algorithm for the 
graph coloring problem, we solve it using the DSL of 
the polynomial layer as an example. Consider the 
graph coloring problem that asks how we can paint n 
vertices in graph G using c colors so that adjacent 
vertices have different colors. By letting A be an adja-
cency matrix of G and p be a hyperparameter and 
using the variable xv,i ∈ {0, 1}, we can convert the 
graph coloring problem into the minimization prob-
lem of the following function [4]: 

f(x) = ∑u<v Au,v ∑c
i=1 xu,i xv,i + p ∑n

v=1 (∑c
i=1 xv,i −1)2. 

This function is quadratic polynomial about xv,i. 
Using the DSL of the polynomial layer, this function 
can be expressed and minimized using intuitive 
Python code (Fig. 6).

Moreover, the Hamiltonian layer provides a hybrid 
algorithm for solving large-scale Ising optimization 
problems beyond the capacity of LASOLV. This is a 

Fig. 4.   Use of Jupyter Notebook.

Fig. 5.   Software and hardware stack of LCS.
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heuristics we developed based on several existing 
methods.

To deliver our research and development outcomes, 
such as this heuristics, to users quickly, we developed 
an original library with which users can benefit from 
these outcomes by simply implementing programs. 
Users can also use other libraries [5–8] at the same 
time for Ising computing on LCS. These libraries 
finally generate the Ising Hamiltonian; thus, it can be 
solved by the Hamiltonian layer. Conversely, results 
of Ising conversion using the LCS library can be used 
as input for Ising computers other than LASOLV.

4.   Future prospects

In this article, we first stated issues with the design 
of Ising computing platforms then introduced how 
LCS solves them.

LCS is currently available to research collaborators 
in the small-start configuration of two high-end serv-
ers that serve as a login, compute, and storage node 
and one LASOLV. To promote research and develop-
ment using LASOLV, we will continue to improve 
LCS.
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Fig. 6.   Sample code of the polynomial layer.

f = sum(A(u, v) * sum(x (u, i) * x(v, i)  for  i  in  range(c))

           for  u,  v  in  combinations(range(n),  2))

     + p * sum((sum(x(v, i)  for  i  in  range(c)) - 1)  **  2

                    for  v  in  range(n))

solution  =  PolynomialMetasolver(f). solve()
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1.   A huge amount of database processing

Machine-to-machine communication is featured in 
services with Internet of Things (IoT) and various 
web services. For example, IoT devices automatically 
connect to each other or web services by automati-
cally calling one another’s web application program-
ming interface (API) to generate efficient and attrac-
tive new services. Thus, massive amounts of database 
processing we have never experienced are generated 
every day. The number of transistors has increased 
under Moore’s Law by increasing the number of cen-
tral processing unit (CPU) cores (Fig. 1). However, 
the current database design does not take into account 
many-core CPU machines. It is well-known that the 
processing speed of a database decreases under 
many-core CPU environments [1]. To obtain suffi-
cient processing throughput of a database, Tu et al. 
proposed Silo for read-mostly workloads in which 
Silo scales up the processing speed on many-core 
CPU environments [2]. However, Silo does not scale 
for write-heavy workloads.

We need to update a database with huge amounts of 
sensor data, such as placement, temperature, and sta-
tus, for hundreds of thousands of items in supply 
chain management. In database processing, such as 
cashless payment, micropayment, and small remit-
tance, the amount of updating data will dramatically 

increase. These processes must be executed at a cer-
tain isolation*1 level of the transaction. When each 
CPU core processes its tasks in parallel, current 
methods, such as Silo, guarantee a strong isolation 
level by processing update operations one by one for 
the same data items. However, this decreases process-
ing speed because each CPU core waits for the others 
then continues to process its own tasks.

Figure 2 plots the total processing throughput of 
current methods for increasing the number of CPU 
cores. After the upper limit of processing speed for 38 
cores, as shown on the x-axis, total throughput 
decreases as the number of CPU cores increases. 
Therefore, if the processing speed is not sufficient in 
terms of service requirements, database administra-
tors generally accelerate processing speed by select-
ing a weak isolation level*2. However, this approach 
involves risks. For example, in a bitcoin exchange, 
engineers adopted a weak isolation level on their 
database to increase speed. A cracker group attacked 

A Method for High-speed Transaction 
Processing on Many-core CPU
Sho Nakazono and Hiroyuki Uchiyama

Abstract
New services have been proposed in fields such as Internet of Things and Fintech (finance & technol-

ogy). Many more services have been developed by automatically calling the application programming 
interface of the services among machines or services. Thus, the amount of database processing such as 
read, update, and delete with a guarantee of correctness in a database is increasing yearly. This trend will 
probably continue. In this article, we introduce a method for high-speed transaction processing on a 
many-core CPU (central processing unit) to process these database operations.

Keywords: database, transaction processing, scale-up

*1 Isolation: Transaction isolation means that data processed by a 
transaction are protected or isolated from other concurrent trans-
actions. There are levels of transaction isolation. Serializable is 
one of the transaction isolation levels and the strictest. Any con-
current execution of a set of serializable transactions are guaran-
teed to produce the same effect as running them one at a time in a 
certain order. With our method, one can execute transactions 
based on Serializable.
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the exchange system and withdrew all coins in the 
exchange illegally. Consequently, the exchange 
closed. As shown in this example, if database admin-
istrators set an incorrect isolation level on their data-
base, they may negatively affect their business and 
users. Therefore, high-speed processing (especially 
update operations) of a database under a correct isola-
tion level is an important technical issue to provide 
services safely and at low cost.

2.   Our method

As mentioned above, there are methods of acceler-
ating the processing speed for read-mostly work-
loads. However, a method for write-heavy workloads 
has not been proposed. This is because each CPU 
core must wait if another core accesses the same data 
item. To address this issue, NTT Software Innovation 
Center developed a method for drastically accelerat-
ing the processing of update operations. Our method 
is based on the principle that if no one reads an 
updated data item, the update operation is omittable. 
With this principle, our method reorders update 
operations and generates those that no one reads 
under the safest isolation level, i.e., the strict Serializ-
able level. 

Figure 3 shows the difference between current 
methods and our method. With current methods, 

*2 Isolation level: Transaction isolation levels refer to the degree of 
transaction isolation. The SQL (Structured Query Language) 
standard defines four levels of transaction isolation. For example, 
when a database uses the Read Committed isolation level, a 
transaction can detect different data for the same query, even 
though they are within a single transaction, if other transactions 
commit changes after the first read-operations start and before 
the second read-operations start. However, in the Read Commit-
ted isolation level, a database processes transactions faster than 
in the Serializable isolation level.

Fig. 1.   42 years of trends in microprocessor data.
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Fig. 2.    Write-heavy benchmark results for current methods.
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transactions T1, T2, and T3 process update (write) 
operations for data item x in parallel. We denote 
Write(x) as a transaction that writes a certain value to 
x. The x-axis shows the passing of time. With current 
methods, when each write-operation is processed, the 
related transaction acquires a lock for a data item. 
Therefore, T2 can start processing only after T1 pro-
cessing is finished. In the same way, before T2 fin-
ishes processing, T3 cannot start processing. Because 
no one reads the values updated by T1 and T2, we can 

omit the write-operations related to T1 and T2. 
Our method specifies write-operations, the results 

of which are not read by anyone, and omits them. 
Thus, our method can accelerate the processing of 
update operations and generate omittable write-
operations by reordering the read/write-operations of 
transactions based on the database theory “multi-
version view serializability.” Our method can process 
update operations that current methods cannot do 
efficiently. In Fig. 4, we add the results of our method 

Fig. 3.   Difference between current methods and ours.
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in Fig. 2. In 144 CPU cores, we can see that our 
method sufficiently scales up as the number of CPU 
cores increases. Our method is about 8x faster than 
Silo, which is the current fastest method, and pro-
cesses 20 million operations per second. This 
throughput is the same as 1.7 trillion operations per 
day [3]. Therefore, our method has sufficient power 
to process a possible 1 trillion callings of APIs.

3.   Future development

We are developing a built-in database based on our 
method and will prepare its interface as a key-value 
store. In such a database, users will be able to request 
read/write-operations simultaneously. By embedding 
this method into databases for various services, we 
believe users will be able to develop applications that 

fulfill their functions on modern many-core hard-
ware. We also plan to develop other interfaces, such 
as SQL and O/R (object-relational) Mapper, for many 
users to use.
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1.   What is the AI for Good Global Summit?

AI for Good Global Summit (the AI Summit) is an 
international event on artificial intelligence (AI), 
which brings together various governments, indus-
tries, academia, media, plus 37 United Nations (UN) 
agencies, the American Society for Computer Infor-
mation Science (ACM), and XPRIZE Foundation* as 
partners [1]. It has been held annually since 2017. In 
2019, more than 2000 people from 120 countries vis-
ited, more than 7000 people participated via the web, 
and more than 300 speakers attended, making it the 
largest ever (Fig. 1, Table 1).

The background of the conference is that ITU 
(International Telecommunication Union) and the UN 
consider that AI, which has made rapid progress in 
recent years, has great potential to solve social prob-
lems and accelerate the progress of UN Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs). Through active discus-
sions in a wide range of fields such as education, 
medical treatment, health and welfare, commerce, 
agriculture, and space, as well as the creation of col-
laborative projects among industries, governments, 
and academia, we are aiming to commercialize AI 
that will accelerate the achievement of the SDGs.

In 2017, we started a global dialogue on the poten-
tial of AI, and in 2018 we went further and launched 
a project to develop AI solutions to support the 
achievement of the SDGs. In 2019, we set the goal of 
accelerating collaboration for the practical applica-
tion of AI by connecting AI innovators with public 
and private sectors that are experiencing problems. 

Specific projects are expected to be launched. In 
2018, the AI repository was established, and over 150 
projects have been registered (Table 2).

2.   AI for Good Global Summit 2019 topics

Specific themes are set for the summit each year, 
and distinguished speakers from various organiza-
tions give lectures on related topics.

2.1   Program configuration
The main program is a thematic session aimed at 

launching a project called Breakthrough Sessions. 
Four to five themes are set every year. In 2019, five 
events based on five different themes were held 
simultaneously: 1) AI and Health, 2) AI and Educa-
tion, 3) AI and Human Dignity and Equality, 4) Scal-
ing AI, and 5) AI for Space.

2.2   Main opening lectures
(1) Houlin Zhao, ITU Executive Director

AI changes our lives; thus, the road to safe, reliable, 
and comprehensive AI requires unprecedented col-
laboration among governments, industries, academia, 
and civil society. The AI Summit is the main UN plat-
form for AI dialogue, working with partners world-
wide to ensure the reliability, security, comprehensive 
development, and fair access to the benefits of AI 
technology.

AI for Good Global Summit 2019
Mai Kaneko

Abstract
AI for Good Global Summit 2019 (the AI Summit), an international artificial intelligence (AI) event 

hosted by ITU (International Telecommunication Union) in partnership with various United Nations 
agencies, was held May 28–31, 2019 in Geneva, Switzerland. The AI Summit has been held since 2017, 
and more than 150 projects have been launched for the practical application of AI. I give an outline of 
the AI Summit and discussion of AI for Health, one of the themes of 2019.

Keywords: AI, SDGs, innovation

Global Standardization Activities

* XPRIZE Foundation: A nonprofit foundation that helps innova-
tors worldwide organize public competitions intended to encour-
age technological development that could benefit humanity. 
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(2)  Petteri Taalas, Secretary-General of the World 
Meteorological Organization (WMO)

WMO handles big data daily and operates a 
24-hour, 365-day operation-prediction system based 
on the huge amount of data collected worldwide. The 
goal is to create a new project at the AI Summit so 
that everyone has secure access to this system.
(3) Amir Ansari, CEO of XPRIZE

AI and data are fundamental tools for addressing 
the largest challenges facing humanity. I discuss the 
unexpected consequences of the AI revolution and 
suggest actions to take for likely solutions.
(4)  ACM Chief Executive Officer (CEO) Vicki 

Hanson
By bringing together AI engineers and government 

and industry leaders, we can propose new methods of 
applying AI to pressing global issues. I hope these 

computing technologies will help solve tomorrow’s 
problems, develop careers, and make a positive 
impact on society.

3.   Keynotes and notable programs

(1)  Jean-Philippe Courtois, Microsoft Executive 
Vice President and President of Microsoft 
Global Sales

“All companies will be software companies in the 
future. At the center of this transformation, AI will 
become a new generation of business agents and spe-
cialists, while enabling the detection of people, goods 
and activities.” He gave an example of a project to 
improve agriculture by using data collected with 
drones and sensors based on AI, Internet of Things 
(IoT), and the cloud called “Farm Beats.”

Fig. 1.   Images of venue.

Main stage

Entrance

Main hall

Table 1.   Overview of AI for Good Global Summit.

Period 3–4 days in May or June every year

Venue International Conference Center Geneva

Host ITU

Cooperation XPRIZE                               ACM

UN partners 37 organizations including WHO and UNICEF

Summary

ITU: International Telecommunication Union
UNICEF: United Nations Children’s Fund
WHO: World Health Organization

•  UN platform for a global and comprehensive dialogue on 
AI to achieve UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)

• 4–5 themes (Breakthrough Sessions) held simultaneously
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He also introduced three programs aimed at solving 
social problems using AI: 1) AI for Earth (environ-
mental measures), 2) AI for Accessibility (support for 
people with disabilities), and 3) AI for Humanitarian 
Action (fostering leaders through AI business 
schools) and announced that the company contribut-
ed 115 million US dollars for these programs. Micro-
soft’s own AI principles were proposed and its inno-
vative initiatives using AI were presented.
(2)  American inventor and businessman Ray Kurz-

weil
Known for his book “The Singularity Is Near,” in 

which he accurately predicted technological prog-
ress, he gave his presentation as the closing keynote 
on the first day of the AI Summit from a remote loca-
tion. He showed original statistics and predicted that 
“The future will be improved by the advance of AI. 
Progress in science and technology is not linear but 
exponential. When we connect to the cloud, we will 
have an enlarged brain and 100 times more intelli-
gence.”

4.   Breakthrough Session AI for Health

There were five sessions in progress at the same 
time, and I participated in AI for Health related to 
health and welfare, which is a topic of great interest 

in Japan. As a result of the AI Summit in 2018, the 
Focus Group on AI for Health (FG-AI4H) was started 
in order to integrate the information and communica-
tion technology (ICT) know-how of ITU and the 
health know-how of the World Health Organization 
(WHO). To cope with health problems, such as breast 
cancer, Alzheimer’s disease, and eye and skin dis-
eases, the group is aiming to develop a framework for 
evaluating AI-based methods for health and interna-
tional standardization.
(1) Welcome session

Chaesub Lee, Director of ITU Telecommunication 
Standardization Bureau, said that the important mis-
sion of FG-AI4H is to establish best practices in 
accessing and appropriately using health data and 
called for participation in an open platform.

WHO Chief Information Officer Bernardo Mariano 
described the flow of data in healthcare, and Wolf-
gang Lauer, head of the Pharmaceutical Research 
Institute, Federal Ministry of Health, Germany, 
described the importance of a balance between value 
creation and data protection and introduced guide-
lines on cybersecurity measures for medical apps and 
devices.

Thomas Wiegand, Fraunhofer Institute Executive 
Director and Chair of FG-AI4H, pointed out that FG-
AI4H has 11 topic groups that carry out their activities 

Table 2.   AI for Good Global Summit 3-year comparison.

Year 2017 2018 2019

Purpose Comprehensive global dialogue
on AI

Developing AI solutions to help
achieve SDGs

Practical application of AI to
accelerate achievement of SDGs

Achievements Configuring AI repository;
inauguration of FG-ML5G

35 project proposals;
inauguration of FG-AI4H

Two education projects launched;
other projects to be launched in future

Themes of
Breakthrough

Sessions

Privacy, Ethics & Societal
Challenges 
Capacity Building & Poverty
Reduction 
Common Good & Sustainable
Living 
Investment, Economic
Aspects & Designing the
Future 

AI & Smart Cities
and Smart Communities 
AI & Health 
The Eye in the Sky: Space, AI &
Satellite 
Trusting AI – Will Mankind
Master the Machine, or Vice Versa? 

AI and Health
AI and Education
AI and Human Dignity and Equality
Scaling AI 
AI for Space 

Speakers Over 70 Over 150 Over 300

Participants More than 500;
more than 5000 (web)

More than 700 from 49 countries;
unknown number of web participants

More than 2000 from 120 countries;
more than 7000 (web)

Media

45 journalists;
cumulative audience of over 100 

million (multilingual); 
SNS, etc. over 3 million

More than 40 journalists;
cumulative audience of over 1 billion 

(multilingual);
broadcast through nearly 1000 media

outlets

More than 40 journalists;
cumulative audience of over 1.3 billion 

(multilingual)

1

2

3

4

1

2
3

4

3
4
5

1
2

FG-AI4H: Focus Group on AI for Health
FG-ML5G: Focus Group on Machine Learning for Future Networks including 5G (fifth-generation mobile communications)
SNS: social networking service
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in 5 steps: 1) community formation (collection of 
experts), 2) proposal, 3) evaluation (establishment of 
reference data and evaluation criteria), 4) publication 
of reports, and 5) popularization and development 
(practical application of AI healthcare solutions) of 
activities. These topic groups focus on 5 points: 1) 
performance measurement, 2) robustness, 3) uncer-
tainty, 4) explainability, and 5) generalizability to 
cover in quality control of AI solutions.
(2) Personal healthcare and AI

Hadas Bitran of Microsoft Israel Health Care gave 
examples of healthcare bots and diagnostic chats that 
leverage AI, and Jonathan Carr-brown of YourMD 
presented health management solutions that provide 
appropriate primary care and showed the potential of 
AI to support diagnostics at low cost. Ada Health 
executive director Hila Azadzoy showed that 400 mil-
lion people worldwide do not have access to primary 
care services and that the consultation time in China 
is only 2 minutes. He introduced a health manage-
ment application developed to solve these problems 
in 5 languages in 130 countries. Yan Huang, Senior 
Director of AI Health Care at Baidu, announced that 
in the face of the imbalance of patients that have and 
do not have access to advanced medical care, the 
company developed a clinical decision support sys-
tem to support physicians in less privileged areas, 
which is 95% accurate.
(3) Research and policy in AI

Liz Asai, CEO of 3Derm Systems, presented a 
unique skin-imaging system that uses AI to classify 
different types of skin cancer on a level comparable 
to dermatology, concluding that diversity of data sets 
is essential to cover different ethnic groups. Khair 
ElZarrad of the US FDA Food and Drug Administra-
tion (FDA), who publishes a report that collects 
clinical practices and patient data, highlighted the 

importance of data utilization in healthcare, including 
early development to ensure data quality, and the 
importance of communicating with regulatory agen-
cies. Dr. Bitran of Microsoft Israel Health Care intro-
duced an AI-equipped system called Project Empow-
erMD that supports physicians and stated that the 
company promotes automation of clinical documen-
tation to improve the system and emphasized the 
need for collaboration with relevant departments.
(4) AI for Health session summary

AI and data utilization are inseparable, and the 
importance of high-quality data was a common con-
cern throughout the discussion. AI and data utiliza-
tion complement the shortage of human resources in 
healthcare and are useful for providing cloud-based 
health management, online consultation and diagno-
sis, etc. However, to ensure the safety of patients, the 
necessity of a benchmark in which a large amount of 
data is linked across multiple organizations and is 
appropriately managed was highlighted again. FG-
AI4H has announced that it will play a central role in 
providing healthcare apps that use AI and will work 
to standardize AI algorithms and frameworks for 
addressing health issues and treatment.
(5) Overview of other Breakthrough Sessions

Table 3 summarizes the other sessions that took 
place at the same time as the AI for Health session.

5.   Closing

Chaesub Lee, Director of ITU Telecommunication 
Standardization Bureau, Doreen Bogdan-Martin, 
Director of ITU Telecommunication Development 
Bureau, and Anousheh Ansari, CEO of Space Ambas-
sador of XPRIZE Foundation, raised the issue of 
“The Other 50%,” explaining that half of the world, 
mainly developing countries, do not benefit from 

Table 3.   Overview of Breakthrough Sessions for 2019.

AI and Education AI and Human
Dignity and Equality Scaling AI AI for Space

Two�programs�announced�as�a��
result�of�the�summit

World’s largest�family�AI
education program: program
for 8000 parents and
children�and�150�educators

•

)1(

)2( World’s largest�AI�mentoring�
program: practical program
that�makes�learning�AI�easier�
for 1000 education
professionals

•

•

•

Premise�is�that�public�and
private�sectors�will�work
together�to�develop�strategy�to�
ensure�that�AI�is�developed�and�
integrated�into�workforce.

Plans�to�open�related�site�
“Technolades”

Declares�policy�guidance�to�
protect�AI�and�child�rights

•

•

•

•

•

•

Leverages�open�platforms�and�
new�technologies�to�share�data�
and�models

Addresses poverty and climate
change;�50�projects�will�be�
launched�in�5�years�through�
cooperation�with�100�countries.

Massive�amounts�of�space�data�
can�help�monitor�weather�
events�and�address�climate�
change.
Finds�common�consensus�on�
data�requirements�for
successful�AI�in�space
Takes�first�step�toward
agreement�on�broad�principles�
of�AI�and�space�governance

Collaborates�with�human�
resources�of�multiple
stakeholders�with�various�
skills
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ICT and declared that ITU and XPRIZE Foundation 
would collaborate to resolve this problem in 20 to 30 
years. They called on the participants to voice their 
ideas and opinions.

Houlin Zhao, Director General of ITU, concluded, 
“The AI Summit is a unique event that brings togeth-
er stakeholders from multiple disciplines around the 
world to seriously consider how AI can be applied 
and support a wide range of issues. Aligning with the 
SDGs means that AI positively impacts human health 
and provides quality education for all students.”

6.   Conclusion

The advantages of participating in the AI Summit 
are as follows: 1) having contact with AI innovators, 
enterprises, and municipalities that want to use AI, 2) 
actively discussing issues through participation, 3) 
starting projects with the approval of the people con-
cerned with the particular topics (recommended by 
ITU), and 4) expecting support from various spon-
sors. Not only the power of the organizers (ITU, UN, 
and XPRIZE Foundation), but also the existence of 
sponsors is considered to be a significant advantage. 
As you can see from the list of sponsors and partners 

in Table 4, half are well-funded foundations organi-
zations, and consulting companies whose mission is 
open innovation or collaboration, and participants 
may be able to raise funds from them through effec-
tive proposals.

Since Microsoft was the only platinum sponsor, the 
keynote by Mr. Courtois had a significant impact. 
They had a large presence such as a booth exclusively 
for the company and participating in multiple presen-
tations. However, not all companies and organiza-
tions had such a large presence. There were many 
solutions for which Japan seemed to be best placed 
set to suggest; however, there were no exhibitions or 
lectures by Japanese companies, and there were few 
Japanese visitors. For next year’s fourth meeting 
from May 4 to 8, I would like to encourage Japanese 
companies focused on the global market and Japa-
nese local governments with advanced solutions for 
problems to participate through the Telecommunica-
tion Technology Committee (TTC)’s working groups 
and study group activities.

Reference

[1] Website of AI for Good Global Summit, https://aiforgood.itu.int/

Table 4.   Sponsors & partners.

Grade Company Association

Platinum sponsor Microsoft

Gold sponsors PwC (consulting firm) ACM, The Key Family Foundation (USA), Autonomous Drivers Alliance

Silver sponsors Deloitte (consulting firm) Zero Abuse Project

Bronze sponsor LiveTiles (consulting firm (USA))

Supporters TECHNOSSUS (consulting firm), 
Stradigi AI (AI company (Canada)) Fondation BOTNAR (Swiss foundation)

Content partners
IVOW (storytelling agency (USA)), 
Access Partnership (specialists in 

public policy (UK)) 

IEEE, Montréal City, DiploFoundation (Malta & Switzerland), STATE (foundation in 
Berlin), Swissnex Network (innovation collaboration (Switzerland)), NETHOPE (US 
nonprofit organization), Université De Genève, EPFL (technical college 
(Switzerland)), DEEP (open platform), Foraus (Swiss think tank), Idiap Research 
Institute (Switzerland), JIPS (profiling service (Switzerland))

https://aiforgood.itu.int/
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Mai Kaneko
Director, Planning and Strategy, The Telecom-

munication Technology Committee.
She received a B.S. in mathematics from Tokyo 

Woman’s Christian University in 1997 and an 
MBA from Yokohama National University in 
2014. She joined NTT as a system engineer in 
corporate sales in 1997 and was in charge of 
designing and building large-scale information 
systems, including one for the National Museum 
of Emerging Science and Innovation. She col-
laborated with various companies as an alliance 
strategist from 2002 to 2006. Among her accom-
plishments, she devised a tablet service that 
originated in Japan and initiated a project in the 
product development division in 2009. She was 
in charge of training planning and labor manage-
ment for 100 young technical employees as a 
manager from 2010 to 2012. She was temporari-
ly transferred to the Center for International 
Public Policy Studies (CIPPS), where she 
engaged in policy recommendation. She returned 
to NTT EAST in 2015 and worked as a sales 
manager for the Kanagawa area. She took up her 
current position in 2018. 

Books authored: “Individual Number Card, 
Pioneering the Future” (contributed as a member 
of Nomura Institute of Capital Markets 
Research), “Medical Care and Individual Num-
ber Card” (co-author), and “Japan’s Growth 
Strategy Considered in 10 Points” (co-author).
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Random Quantum Circuit Sampling with Global Depolar-
izing Noises

T. Morimae, Y. Takeuchi, and S. Tani
arXiv:1911.02220 [quant-ph], November 2019.
A recent paper [F. Arute et al. Nature 574, 505 (2019)] considered 

exact classical sampling of the output probability distribution of the 
globally depolarized random quantum circuit. In this paper, we dis-
cuss three results. First, we consider the case in which the fidelity F 
is constant. We show that if the distribution is classically sampled in 
polynomial time within a constant multiplicative error, then BQP ⊆ 
SBP, which means that BQP is in the second level of the polynomial-
time hierarchy. We next show that for any F ≤ 1/2, the distribution is 
classically trivially sampled by the uniform distribution within the 
multiplicative error F2n+2, where n is the number of qubits. We 
finally show that for any F, the distribution is classically trivially 
sampled by the uniform distribution within the additive error 2F. 
These last two results indicate that if we consider realistic cases, both 
F ~ 2−m and m >> n, or at least F ~ 2−m, where m is the number of 
gates, quantum supremacy does not exist for approximate sampling 
even with exponentially small errors. We also argue that if F ~ 2−m 
and m >> n, the standard approach will not work to show quantum 
supremacy even for exact sampling.

  

Sumcheck-based Delegation of Quantum Computing to 
Rational Server

Y. Takeuchi, T. Morimae, and S. Tani
arXiv:1911.04734 [quant-ph], November 2019.
Delegated quantum computing enables a client with weak compu-

tational power to delegate quantum computing to a remote quantum 

server in such a way that the integrity of the server is efficiently veri-
fied by the client. A new model of delegated quantum computing has 
recently been proposed, namely, rational delegated quantum comput-
ing. In this model, after the client interacts with the server, the client 
pays a reward to the server depending on the server’s messages and 
client’s random bits. The rational server sends messages that maxi-
mize the expected value of the reward. It is known that the classical 
client can delegate universal quantum computing to the rational quan-
tum server in one round. In this paper, we propose one-round rational 
delegated quantum computing protocols by generalizing the classical 
rational sumcheck protocol. An advantage of our protocols is that 
they are gate-set independent: the construction of the previous ratio-
nal protocols depends on gate sets, while our sumcheck-based proto-
cols can be easily realized any local gate set (the elementary gates of 
each can be specified with a polynomial number of bits). As with the 
previous protocols, our reward function satisfies natural requirements 
(non-negative, upper-bounded by a constant, and its maximum 
expected value is lower-bounded by a constant). We also discuss the 
reward gap. Simply speaking, the reward gap is a minimum loss on 
the expected value of the server’s reward incurred by the server’s 
behavior that makes the client accept an incorrect answer. The reward 
gap therefore should be large enough to incentivize the server to 
behave optimally. Although our sumcheck-based protocols have only 
exponentially small reward gaps, as with the previous protocols, we 
show that a constant reward gap can be achieved if two non-commu-
nicating but entangled rational servers are allowed. We also discuss 
that a single rational server is sufficient under the (widely believed) 
assumption that the learning-with-errors problem is hard for polyno-
mial-time quantum computing. Apart from these results, we show, 
under a certain condition, the equivalence between rational and ordi-
nary delegated quantum computing protocols. Based on this  

External Awards

Volunteer Service Award
Winner: Daisuke Ikegami, NTT Network Technology Laboratories
Date: September 11, 2019
Organization: The Institute of Electronics, Information and Com-
munication Engineers (IEICE) Technical Committee on Communi-
cation Quality (CQ)

For his contribution to the CQ committee as an expert member. 

Specially Selected Paper
Winner: Yuta Sawabe, Waseda University; Daiki Chiba and Mitsu-

aki Akiyama, NTT Secure Platform Laboratories; Shigeki Goto, 
Waseda University
Date: September 15, 2019
Organization: Information Processing Society of Japan

For “Detection Method of Homograph Internationalized Domain 
Names with OCR.”
Published as: Y. Sawabe, D. Chiba, M. Akiyama, and S. Goto, 
“Detection Method of Homograph Internationalized Domain Names 
with OCR,” J. Info. Process, Vol. 27, pp. 536–544, Sept. 2019.
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equivalence, we give a reward-gap amplification method.
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